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Abstract
The aeromechanics of compliant aerofoils are studied. Several experimental techniques
including hot-wire anemometry, particle image velocimetry, high speed photogrammetry
and strain gauge force measurements are used. Tests are performed at a chord based
Reynolds number of Re= 4× 104 and angles of attack between 0◦ and 25◦. They explore
the impact of the geometry of the leading- and trailing-edge supports as well as the rigid-
ity of the aerofoil on the aeromechanics and aerodynamics of membrane aerofoils. Tests
on latex membrane wings subjected by four different types of supports are performed.
Firstly, the study focuses on the structural performance by evaluating detailed measure-
ments of membrane deflections and lift and drag forces. It will be shown that the use of
lower bending stiffness supports results in noticeable deformations, both static and dy-
namic, especially at mid-to-high incidences. Moreover, the conjunction of hot-wire results
with photogrammetry imagery of the membrane deformation indicates that the membrane
vibration is coupled with the vortex shedding. This, when coupled with a low-stiffness
rectangular cross-section leading- and trailing-edge, results in large amplitude vibrations
affecting the membrane, the support and the wake. Hence, a more detailed study of the
vortex shedding and the wake attributes is presented. The findings indicate that for low
angles of attack the wake characteristics are highly affected by the leading- and trailing-
edge geometry; as incidence increases the wake characteristics become less dependant on
the support’s geometry, eventually reaching a point in which they are fully independent
of it and closely resembling a fully stalled rigid aerofoil. Finally, the effects of the aero-
foil rigidity are analysed. Tests of varying thickness but constant Young’s modulus on
unidirectional carbon fibre composite plates are performed. Results show that the Weber
number is a crucial parameter when defining the properties and performance of the wing.
Furthermore, the study will show that lift and drag forces are higher for membrane wings
than for composite plates and that the dynamic motions of the composite plates increase
as the plate thickness is decreased resulting in earlier wing stall and worse post-stall be-
haviour than membrane wings. The results of this study should provide valuable insight
for future use of membrane wings in micro air vehicles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The use of membranes as lifting surfaces is not a new idea. Balloons, para-gliders, sail-
ing yatchs, etc. have all benefited from using surfaces made of compliant material. The
materials used have evolved with time, initially natural fabrics such as cotton or linen
were used. Nowadays, these natural materials have been replaced by synthetic fabrics,
which can be specifically tailored for each application requirements. Nylon and Polyethy-
lene terephthalate, a type of polyester usually referred to as Dacron, its branded name
(Dacron, 2013), are amongst the most popular due to their good weight-to-strength ratio
(Britannica; Limited, 2013; AXIS, 2013). However, all these fabrics are designed to pro-
vide very low stretching capabilities. By observing nature and, more specifically, mammal
fliers such as bats and flying squirrels, it can be seen that great degrees of flight efficiency
and manoeuvrability can be achieved by utilising compliant wings with high stretching
capabilities. Therefore, unfolding a new way of approaching wing and sail design.
In recent years our society has made outstanding developments in many technological fields
such as batteries, actuators, microelectronics...; thus, allowing to envision small, compact,
remotely controlled planes which are commonly referred to as Micro Air Vehicles, MAVs.
These are a new type of remotely controlled Unmanned Air Vehicle, UAVs, which are
significantly smaller than traditional aircraft. They are defined by DARPA as an air
vehicle with a maximum physical dimension lesser than 15 centimetres and an operational
speed of about 10 m/s, (McMichael and Francies, 1997). These vehicles should be both
inexpensive and expendable and are envisioned to be used in situations where the operation
of larger vehicles would be impractical or impossible. However, the operational conditions
under which these MAVs operate is very different from the conditions of conventional
aircraft: low aspect ratio wings, low Reynolds numbers, great amount and variety of
obstacles in the operating regime (buildings, trees, mountains, battlefield scenarios...).
Therefore, various researchers are working towards developing design methodologies for
MAVs that utilise membranes in order to be able to incorporate the high manoeuvrability
and control they have been seen to provide to flying mammals to MAVs.
This thesis will investigate the aeromechanics of membranes for their use in MAVs.
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1.1 Motivation
The interest in the development of more efficient and controllable MAVs has rapidly in-
creased in recent years due to their broad range of applications for both civil and military
purposes. These applications include, Shyy et al. (2008a):
• Surveillance and reconnaissance operations, such as livestock monitoring, wildlife
mapping and surveying, wildfires life monitoring and crop growth monitoring. (Cox
et al., 2004)
• Targeting and sensing of remote or otherwise hazardous environments including in-
spection and assessment of biochemically or radioactively contaminated areas.
• Mapping and cartography projects, enabling detailed surveying of regions affected
by natural disasters, exploration of mountainous terrain with very limited or difficult
access. (Herwitz, 2013)
• Search and rescue operations in hazardous environments, both due to contamination
in the atmosphere and to the terrain conditions.
However, the overall objective remains akin for all disciplines: to design MAVs which are
able to acquire live imagery or sensory feeds of a specific phenomena or location. Thus,
the engineering solution has to guarantee high manoeuvrability and control as well as
light structures and high power efficiency. Figure 1.1 depicts three successful designs of
Unmanned Air Vehicle which have been used in several military missions. From biggest
to smallest, figure 1.1(a) depicts an aircraft envisioned to operate maritime or land base
with a span of 2.8 m and a weight of about 6 kg. Figure 1.1(b) shows an MAV with
span of 0.33 m an weight of 0.17 Kg, and figure 1.1(c) shows a nano hummingbird with
a wing span of 0.16 m and weight of 0.019 Kg. The present work focuses on vehicles
similar to that depicted in figure 1.1(b); however, UAVs from all sizes share some common
challenges that could be improved by the utilisation of compliant wings. For instance the
use of membrane wings could result in weight reduction, improvement in controllability by
passive wing adaptation as well as increase in manoeuvrability due to delay of the onset
of stall etc.
All in all, it can be seen that MAVs have wide potential and can bring high benefits to
our present society; hence, in order to make more efficient MAVs the fundamental aspects
of small aircraft flight need to be better understood. Indeed, the desired flight regime
for MAVs proves to be technically very challenging due to the occurrence of a variety
of complex aerodynamic phenomena. These include low Aspect Ratio (AR) wings that
operate at low Reynolds numbers, high incidences and in highly unsteady environments,
where the wind gusts are of the same order of magnitude as their operating velocity.
In addition, their range of flyable, statically stable Centre of Gravity, CG, locations is
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(a) Puma Ship. Example
of a small UAV. (AeroVi-
ronment, 2013)
(b) Wasp. Example of a Micro
Air Vehicle. (AeroVironment,
2013)
(c) Example of a Nano Air
Vehicle. Nano Humming-
bird. (AeroVironment,
2013)
Figure 1.1: Examples of three types of remotely controlled air vehicles. Categorised by
their size.
generally a few millimetres long, representing a serious weight management challenge
(Shyy et al., 2008b). When compared to traditional manned flight this unique operating
environment presents a whole new set of design challenges for which traditional design
methodologies and technology such as rigid aerofoils and conventional control surfaces
(ailerons and flaps), are no longer suitable.
Nature has served as inspiration in our effort to overcome the aforementioned adverse
phenomena. For example, bats are an excellent case study since they are the most effi-
cient flyers for MAVs desired flight conditions and sizes, Winter and Von Helversen (1998).
This is primarily because they possess membrane wings that allow high manoeuvrability,
agility and delay stall. Therefore, a variety of researchers have examined the aerodynamics
of membrane wings in order to better understand their behaviour (Song et al., 2008b,a;
Rojratsirikul et al., 2010b, 2011). These studies have resulted in numerous successful
designs of MAVs together with a number of reports on several of the advantages of mem-
brane wings such us light weight, adaptive morphing, aeroelastic tailoring and pressure
re-distribution (Colorado et al., 2012; Shyy et al., 2008b).
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In this study, we will examine the aeromechanics of different types of membrane wings
with the aim of identifying the physical mechanisms of the fluid-structure interactions.
Ultimately, the hope is that the results from this study will add to the knowledge base
that can be used to design future MAVs that utilise membrane wings.
1.2 Literature Review
The flight performance of very small aircraft comprise many different elements that inter-
act and affect one another. Therefore, this section explores the previous work in the field
by dividing it into three main parts. Firstly, it focuses on the studies that lead to the
choice of membranes as the preferred design solutions for MAV wings. Secondly, it exposes
aerodynamic challenges experienced in the flow conditions at which MAVs fly. Note that
this section is on studies which have performed their research on conventional stiffened
wings. Hence, the third and final section examines some key studies which specifically
focus on the application of membrane wings to small air vehicles.
1.2.1 Why membranes?
Characteristics of inextensible membrane wings and sails
Research on membrane wings is not new; its first studies date from as far back as 5000BC
when the Mesopotamians developed the first sails. Since then and until very recently
(Sneyd, 1984) the research has been driven by the interest in understanding and improving
sail wings and was confined to inextensible membranes. Nonetheless, these provide a good
starting point as well as guidance on how to study compliant membranes.
Early experimental studies performed by Fink (1967) reported that deformation of inex-
tensible membrane wings was fairly smooth before stall. The study used a wing with an
aspect ratio of 11.5. The wing had a rigid leading-edge spar, rigid root and wing-tip ribs
with a trailing-edge stretched between these ribs, and a fabric covering stretched between
the leading- and trailing-edges. However, little undulations or waves on the surface were
observed at the onset of stall, known as rippling. The study also showed that at low angles
of attack the lift-curve slope of a sail wing is very steep due to the pre-strains in the wing
being low enough to allow for a change in camber, the instability caused by the change in
camber due to the low sail pre-strains is further discussed by Ormiston (1971).
Furthermore, theoretical and experimental work on sail profiles by Thwaites (1961), Nielsen
(1963), Greenhalgh et al. (1984), Newman and Low (1984), Newman (1987), Sugimoto and
Sato (1988) has shown that, due to the interdependence of shape and aerodynamic loading,
multiple profile shapes are possible at low angles of attack, a phenomenon that can cause
serious instabilities. At high angles of attack only a simple convex shape is possible; also,
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Figure 1.2: Sails. (Marlow, 2013)
as incidence is reduced, the chordwise position of maximum camber moves aft. Eventu-
ally, a specific angle of attack is reached, known as ideal incidence (Theodorsen, 1932), at
which the incoming flow attaches smoothly to the profile. At this ideal incidence the sail
profile has fore-and-aft symmetry about the mid-chord. This should theoretically occur
at an angle of attack of zero (Thwaites, 1961; Nielsen, 1963). In reality, however, the ideal
incidence is usually slightly positive, and increases in magnitude with sail camber, because
of flow separation ahead of the trailing’edge (Newman and Low, 1984; Cyr and Newman,
1996). If the angle of attack is reduced below the ideal incidence, a point of inflexion ap-
pears at the leading edge that migrates rearward as the angle of attack is reduced. While
the sail is in this state it becomes susceptible to a frequently severe fluttering instability
called luffing (Greenhalgh et al., 1984; Newman and Low, 1984; Newman, 1987; Sugimoto
and Sato, 1988). At this stage the lift is positive, yet if incidence is further reduced,
a point is eventually reached when an S-shaped profile is no longer viable, and the sail
’snaps through’, adopting an entirely convex shape, but lying beneath the chord line. The
lift produced is now negative. This ’snap-through’ generally occurs at a small negative
angle of attack, the precise value depends on camber and on the extent of flow separation
(Greenhalgh et al., 1984; Newman, 1987). If the angle of attack of the upside-down sail
is now increased, the profile will not cross the chord line again instantly, but must once
again pass through the ideal incidence and an S-shaped phase before it ’snaps through’
and attains positive camber once more. In other words, sail profiles exhibit hysteresis
behaviour around ideal incidence. (Greenhalgh et al., 1984; Newman, 1987; Sugimoto and
Sato, 1988). It is important to note that the described behaviour concerns inextensible
sail profiles with constant slackness. Besides, the study conducted by Cyr and Newman
(1996) found that when the incidence of a sail wing becomes slightly negative, the mem-
brane begins to oscillate, i.e. experiences luffing. The study also reports that the luffing
incidence depends mainly on the excess-length ratio.
Viscous flow models on the aerodynamics of inextensible membrane wings such as the
ones by Cyr and Newman (1996) and Smith and Shyy (1995) show that viscous effects
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have a large effect on the aerodynamics. The study by Smith and Shyy (1995) shows that
for high angles of attack (or large slack ratios) the inviscid solution tends to over predict
the lift forces experienced by the sail wing. The authors argue that this is due to a loss
of circulation caused by viscous effects about the trailing-edge. In addition, a study by
Lian and Shyy (2007) on the unsteady laminar-turbulent transition flows over a membrane
wing shows that there is a correlation between the vibration frequency of the membrane
and the vortex shedding frequency by which both the separation as well as the transition
position are affected by the vibration. Nonetheless, for the case studied the time-average
lift and drag recorded was very similar to those recorded for the steady-state flow around
a rigid aerofoil. Concluding that the position of the flexible surface, and the membrane
properties are critical factors in the transition process.
Membrane wings in nature
The inspiration to move from rigid wings to membrane wings when designing MAVs has
come from the natural world. Several studies of live bats and models of Pterosaur Ptero-
dactylus (Late Jurassic dinosaur) and flying squirrels have characterised part of their flying
performance supplying interesting insight on how to develop efficient engineering models
and solutions suitable for MAVs. Some of them are described next.
In vivo testing. Physiology of Bats. In vivo measurements have been carried out
by Tian et al. (2006) and Swartz et al. (2007) and have shown that bats have skin muscles
that can control the tension of their membrane wing to adapt it to their current airspeed.
Swartz et al. (2007) argue that hair present on the wing might be used to sense the speed
and direction of the flow. The wing has also been found to change its area dramatically
depending on whether upstroke or downstroke was considered.
Furthermore, Swartz and Middleton (2007) have compared bats to non-volant mammals
finding that the bones of the bat forelimb are elongated and have consistently larger
diameter. However, bat’s hand limb bones are significantly narrower. The authors also
found that bat bones have lower mineralisation and flexural stiffness than non-volant
mammals and that the mineralisation varies across the span of the wing being higher at
the root and lower at the wing tips. Therefore, due to the extraordinarily high bending
strains bats undergo during flight the difference in mineralisation indicates that bending
of the forelimb (corresponding to the leading edge of the wing) takes place resulting in a
change in geometrical twist of the bat’s wings.
Moreover, decalcification of wing tips has also been found to result in an energy saving
when observing the kinematics of bat’s flapping flight,(Riskin et al., 2012). Note that bats,
in order to reduce drag generation, change their wing shape during upstroke decreasing
wing surface area and bringing the wings closer to the body than during downstroke.
Swartz et al. (1996) studied the bats’ membrane properties finding that their wing mem-
brane is highly anisotropic, showing maximum stiffness and strength parallel to the wing
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Figure 1.3: Bat Flying. (Galvao et al., 2006)
skeleton and greatest extensibility parallel to the wing’s trailing-edge. Significant varia-
tion in strength and stiffness between wing regions was also found. The strains present on
the bat’s wings are also of great interest to engineers when trying to implement compliant
membranes in MAVs. Albertani et al. (2011) performs a temporal membrane surface av-
erage strain analysis on the wings of the Jamaican fruit bat showing that the strain in the
span wise direction was approximately three times larger than in the chord wise direction,
10% and 3% respectively. Temporal wing section shape analysis during downstroke also
revealed higher camber and significant pitch up twist.
Swartz et al. (1996) also argues that the wing loading might play a key role dictating the
functional design of membranes. The higher the load the higher the energy absorption and
load-to-failure. The study also reported that the wing is formed by a fibrous net which
permits flexibility while providing tensile strength and limiting wing extensibility.
The kinematics and wake characteristics of bat’s flapping flight have been further investi-
gated by Hubel et al. (2010) and Hubel et al. (2012). Showing that great differences exist
depending on the bat’s diet and species. Hubel et al. (2012) shows a comparison between
frugivorous bats (Cynopterus brachyotis), insectivorous bats (Tadarida brasiliensis) and
swifts (Apus apus) finding more similarities between insectivorous bats and swifts than
between insectivorous bats and frugivorous bats. The authors argue that it is due to in-
sectivorous bats being a fast-flying hunter like a swift while the frugivorous have broader
wings and lower flying speeds.
The effects of weight onto the flight characteristics of bats has also been studied. MacAyeal
et al. (2010) examined how the climbing flight performance of fruit bats (Cynopterus
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brachyotis) was affected by added loads. They found that as weight is increased the vertical
speed of bats reduces; hence, the climbing angle becomes shallower. The study concludes
that the bats did not respond to increases in loading with increased power output because
their typical kinematics already resulted in sufficient aerodynamic power to accommodate
for the tested 21% weight increase. Furthermore, Iriarte-Diaz et al. (2012) expose that for
a given weight increase and bat species each bat adapted its kinematics differently to the
increase in weight by either increasing the wing beat frequency or by changing the wing
configuration by increasing wing area and camber.
Furthermore, Riskin et al. (2010) tested six different species with different body mass
(40-fold) to see the effect of body size and weight onto the kinematics of bat flight. It was
shown that for medium to large size bats the wing kinematics to produce thrust and lift
are independent of body size. Note also that there was no increase in preferred flight speed
with mass and that larger bats were found to have higher lift coefficients than smaller bats.
Finally, the effect of the movement of the Centre of Mass due to the wing inertial effects
is also analysed in Iriarte-Diaz et al. (2011). They highlight the crucial importance of the
incorporation of inertial effects of wing motion in the analysis of flapping flight.
Other flexible membrane wing flyers. Sugimoto (1998) conducted a wind tunnel
study of a slack membrane model representing a life-size wing of the Pterosaur Ptero-
dactylus, with a wing semi-span of 0.27 m. The Pterosaurs Pterodactylus were flying rep-
tiles that lived between 220 and 65 million years ago, fossil evidence has shown that they
had membrane wings that closely ressembles those of bats (Wilkinson, 2007), see figure
1.4. The model studied by Sugimoto (1998) consisted of a metal spar and a latex rubber
membrane with an unloaded tension of zero. As a fixed wing the model performed very
badly, fluttering severely at relative air velocities above 3 m/s, and achieving maximum
lift-to-drag ratios of only 1.6−1.7. However, Wilkinson (2007) suggests that in reality the
Pterosaurs Pterodactylus’ wing membrane was probably elastic and pre-tensioned. More-
over, fossil evidence has been found of the existence of trailing-edge tendon which would
have restricted the trailing edge from fluttering. Wilkinson (2007) also suggested that the
fibrous nature of the Pterosaur’s membrane improves stability and optimises twist near
the wingtips.
Willis et al. (2011) conducted computational analysis in order to characterise the gliding
characteristics of flying squirrels. For steady-state gliders the maximum range is achieved
when the lift coefficient is chosen such that the lift-to-drag ratio is maximised. However,
the nature of the squirrels flight is different; being short in time and distance and dom-
inated by the transient behaviour at the beginning and at the end of the flight which
accounts for a great portion of the overall flight. The study found that the glide range is
greatest when CL does not correspond to that predicted by classical steady-state gliding
theory. Indicating that the transient dynamics of short range gliders are important in
maximising their range. Moreover, flying squirrels do not glide at equilibrium demon-
strating continuously changing velocities and forces and generating more lift than that
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Figure 1.4: Reconstruction of a Pterosaurus Pterodactylus. (E-Marketing, 2013)
Figure 1.5: Flying Squirrel. (Trska, 2013)
required to balance the body weight. See Figure 1.5.
Bahlman et al. (2013) also performed studies on the gliding performance of flying squirrels,
( Glaucomys sabrinus), but from an evolutionary point of view. They found that flying
squirrels actively change their wing shape and orientation therefore making them a mech-
anistically plausible intermediate step between simple static-wing or constant-coefficient
and powered flappers.
1.2.2 Classical aerodynamic considerations
Effect of low Reynolds numbers
The flow behaviour around an aerofoil at low Reynolds numbers is characterised, on the
upper wing surface, by flow separation, a possible transition to turbulent flow in the free
shear layer and then reattachment to the surface, leaving behind a separation bubble.
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This flow separation results in loss of lift and increase of drag. Shyy et al. (1999) found
that thinner and more cambered aerofoils produced higher lift-to-drag ratios (L/D) and
power efficiencies, (C
3/2
L /CD).
Young and Horton (1966) state that the formation of a turbulent boundary layer aft
of a separation bubble as well as the characteristics of the separation bubble itself are
a function of many variables such as Reynolds number, pressure distribution, aerofoil
geometry, surface roughness, turbulence intensity and angle of attack. Some of these
findings were corroborated by Charmichael (1981) who tested a number of aerofoils for
Reynolds numbers between 3 × 104 and 5 × 105. The study concluded that for lower
Reynolds numbers the laminar separated flow does not reattach to the surface. On the
other hand, it also reported that for Reynolds numbers above 5× 104 the flow reattaches
forming a long separation bubble over the wing. Moreover, it was found that at the upper
range of the Reynolds numbers studied the separation bubble decreased in size resulting
in a decrease in drag.
Lian and Shyy (2007) reported that an increase in angle of attack results in an enhancement
of the turbulence in the flow and, thus, reattachment occurs more rapidly resulting in
shorter separation bubbles which is also in agreement with Young and Horton (1966).
Stanford (2008) reports that the change in velocity profile accross the separation bubble
can lead to inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, causing the shear layer to roll up. Lin
and Pauley (1996) and Lian et al. (2003) showed that this behaviour can lead to periodic
vortex shedding resulting in the separation bubble moving fore and aft along the wing.
Another of the characteristics affected by the Reynolds number of the flow is the vortex
shedding. This was exemplified in a study by Yarusevych et al. (2006), that has shown
that the vortex shedding frequency for symmetrical aerofoils has a linear dependancy on
Reynolds numbers at low Reynolds numbers. The authors also found that the Strouhal
number of the wake vortex shedding may increase significantly in this regime, as opposed
to the nearly constant values recorded for bluff bodies at higher Reynolds numbers. The
study argues that at low Reynolds numbers shear layer roll-up vortices can propagate
further downstream and may influence wake vortex shedding characteristics.
Effect of low aspect ratio
The size of the MAVs is another limiting factor as it enforces the use of Low Aspect Ratio,
LAR, wings. Therefore, MAV behaviour is substantially different from traditional aircrafts
which have higher aspect ratios.
One of the main characteristics of low aspect ratio wings is the promotion of strong wing
tip vortex swirling systems which interfere with the longitudinal circulation of the wing
and may lead to flow separation. Moreover, further enhancement of the separated flow can
result in tip vortex destabilisation and bilateral asymmetry which might result in rolling
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instabilities (Shyy et al., 2008b). In addition, Pelletier and Mueller (2000) and Torres and
Mueller (2004) show that for LAR wings (AR lower than 1.25), the wing tip vortex swirling
systems result in a non-linear lift curve slope and an increase of CLmax . Furthermore, the
downwash created by the tip-vortices produces a chord-normal momentum that causes
the flow to remain attached, thereby, allowing the wing to operate at higher angles of
attack. These discrepancies between LAR wings and elliptic wing theory were confirmed
by Sathaye et al. (2004). Further experimental work done by Kaplan et al. (2007) indicates
that the nonlinear lift curves may also be caused by a loss of leading edge suction and a
rotation of the force vector into the flow-normal direction.
Interaction between low Reynolds number flows and low aspect ratio wings has been
seen to occur and reported not to be affected by trailing-edge geometry or free stream
turbulence intensity and only affected by the Reynolds number when near stall (Mueller
and DeLaurier, 2003). However, vortex merging and other unsteady interactions within
the shear layers are found to be highly dependent on Reynolds number by Gursul et al.
(2002).
Tang and Zhu (2004) performed some numerical simulations and flow visualisation of an
accelerating elliptical wing showing that an unstable interaction between a longitudinal
secondary separated vortex and the tip vortices existed. They found that this destabil-
isation causes the tip vortex system to swing back and forth along the wing, leading to
bilateral asymmetry problems in roll. The authors also note a stationary separated vortex
for angles above 33◦, possibly due to the vertical components of the tip vortices.
Both in the natural world as well as in the final MAV design the wings are 3-dimensional.
However, 3-dimensional effects are difficult to characterise and it is common practice to
start by a simplified 2-dimensional model. Lian et al. (2003) found that tip-vortices play
an important role in the low Aspect Ratio wings as they reduce the effective angle while
bringing low-pressure regions which provide additional lift force. The authors also found
that the use of endplates results in an increase in lift. This increase in lift is due to three
main factors: prevention of the flow leaking from the lower wing surface to the upper wing
surface, effective reduction of the downwash and increase of the effective angle of attack.
The study also found that the effectiveness of the end-plate diminishes as the angle of
attack increases due to stronger wing tip vortex.
It should be noted that all the studies so far have focused on rigid wings. Hence, it is im-
portant to see and understand how LAR-induced characteristics interact with a membrane
wing.
1.2.3 Membrane wings for MAVs
Studies by Shyy et al. (2008a) and Tamai et al. (2008) have reported that membranes are
very effective passive control devices due to their shape adaptability. The wing deforma-
tion prevents flow separation and enhances lift-to-drag ratios. Other studies by Galvao
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et al. (2006), Song et al. (2008a), Song et al. (2008b), Song and Breuer (2007) and Ro-
jratsirikul et al. (2010a) have also shown that membrane wings delay stall by as much as
10◦. Furthermore, Ifju et al. (2001) showed that flexibility supplies a certain measure of
gust rejection, delays the onset of stall and smoothens the post-stall behaviour. Besides,
Song et al. (2008b) and Song et al. (2008a) found that as the Aspect Ratio of the wing
is increased the lift-curve-slope also increases; suggesting that the behaviour of compliant
membrane wings is consistent with finite wing theory. However, by increasing the Aspect
Ratio, the post-stall performance of the wing was found to degrade, showing a more abrupt
lift decrease after the onset of stall.
The effect of the membrane pre-strain, 0, has also been analysed by Gordnier (2009); the
authors performed numerical simulations of a 2-D aerofoil subjected to a highly non-linear
membrane model at low Reynolds number. It was found that an increase in pre-strain, 0
results in a decrease of mean camber which is in agreement with the experimental work
done by Galvao et al. (2006), Song et al. (2008a) and Song and Breuer (2007). However,
Gordnier (2009) also argued that the decrease in camber resulted in a decrease in size and
strength of the downstream separated flow and that the opposite was true for the upstream
separation bubble. Moreover, the vortex shedding frequency was seen to be reduced and
this was found to be correlated with the reduced frequency of the structural vibrations. It
should also be noted that by changing 0 the region of operation of the membrane on the
stress-strain curve also changes, i.e. for a very small pre-strain the membrane operates in
a fully non-linear region whereas for higher strains it operates at the linear regime (Song
and Breuer, 2007). Therefore, for high pre-strain cases, the non-linearity of the membrane
elasticity has little influence on its cambering behaviour, (Song and Breuer, 2007).
Rojratsirikul et al. (2010b) experimentally investigates the aerodynamics characteristics
of two-dimensional membrane airfoils. Membrane airfoils with excess length exhibit higher
vibration modes, earlier roll-up of vortices, and smaller separated flow regions, whereas
the membranes with pre-strain generally behave more similarly to a rigid airfoil. Mea-
sured frequencies of the membrane vibrations suggest a possible coupling with the wake
instabilities at high incidences for all airfoils.
Extensive experimental work on the static behaviour of the membrane deflection has been
carried out by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a) and has shown that the mean membrane shape
is not very sensitive to the change in angle of attack, α. Gordnier (2009) also reported
that the membrane’s mean camber increases with Reynolds number. The membrane mean
deflection is almost symmetrical for low incidences. However, as the angle of attack is in-
creased, the point of maximum camber moves forwards and the membrane becomes more
asymmetric. Nonetheless, for angles of attack greater than 15◦, movement of the point of
maximum camber is found to reverse and move aft. Song and Breuer (2007) showed that
membrane deflection could be successfully approximated by a parabola and they presented
a simple theoretical model to predict the membrane camber due to the aerodynamic load-
ing. The model assumes that the membrane behaves like a linearly elastic material with
Young’s modulus, E, which is independent of strain. However, in reality, membranes have
hyper-elastic behaviour with an inverted J-shape stress-strain curve. This approximation
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was used as a baseline for comparison with the actual membrane deflection via the use
of the Weber number (the dimensionless number which compares the aerodynamic load-
ing with the membrane elasticity). The model showed excellent agreement between the
membrane model and the experimental results.
Further insight on aeroelastic coupling between structural vibration and vortex shedding
is also required. Hence, several studies have used stereo-photogrammetry in order to
analyse the dynamic membrane deflection. In particular, Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a), have
found that the amplitude and mode of vibration of the membrane depended on the relative
location and magnitude of the unsteadiness of the separated flow. Strong coupling between
the membrane oscillation and the vortex shedding at the wake, especially for post-stall
incidences, has been reported by Song and Breuer (2007); Gordnier (2009); Rojratsirikul
et al. (2010a, 2011). In addition, Song and Breuer (2007); Song et al. (2008a); Galvao
et al. (2006) conclude that the membrane vibrated with a spatial structure very close to
that of the free eigenmodes of the membrane under tension. Furthermore, the Strouhal
number at which the membrane vibrates was found to increase with Reynolds number,
behaviour corroborated by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a). The Strouhal number was found
to coincide with the increasing multiples of the natural frequency of the membrane. Song
and Breuer (2007) also reports that the strongest vibrations occur near the tip.
Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a) reported an increase in the amplitude of the membrane oscil-
lations with angle of attack. The mode number was also found to increases with Reynolds
number, behaviour also observed by Song and Breuer (2007). However, at post stall inci-
dences the same mode, second mode, is observed for all Reynolds numbers. Rojratsirikul
et al. (2010a) also suggests that this could be due to coupling of the membrane oscillations
with the Karman vortex shedding phenomenon at the wake. Disagreement between Ro-
jratsirikul et al. (2010a) and Song and Breuer (2007) should be pointed out. Whilst the
later argues that linear elastic theory is a valid assumption to find the theoretical frequen-
cies for a pre-strained, two-dimensional, membrane-shape and attributes the differences
between theoretical and experimental data to manufacturing uncertainty, Rojratsirikul
et al. (2010a) argue that the uncertainty is too large to go unnoticed; hence, manufactur-
ing uncertainty is not a realistic explanation. Instead, they suggest that the differences
are due to the non-linear nature of the fluid-structure interaction. However, more insight
is required in order to understand the physics and dynamics of that phenomenon.
Rojratsirikul et al. (2011) found that for low Reynolds numbers, between 2.4 × 104 and
4.8 × 104, the fluctuating deformation of the membrane displayed chord-wise and span-
wise modes caused by the shedding of the leading-edge vortices as well as tip vortices. At
higher angles of attack, the second mode in the chordwise direction becomes dominant as
the vortex shedding takes place. The dominant frequencies of the membrane vibrations
are similar to those of two-dimensional membrane airfoils. Measured frequency of vortex
shedding from the low aspect ratio rigid wing suggests that membrane vibrations occur at
the natural frequencies close to the harmonics of the wake instabilities. Vortex shedding
frequency from rigid wings shows remarkably small effect of aspect ratio even when it is
as low as unity.
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Figure 1.6: Leading- and trailing-edge profiles used in previous studies in the literature.
Colorado et al. (2012) developed a bat-like MAV with morphing wings utilising silicone
based membrane with thickness 0.1 mm and Shape Memory Alloy (SMA). The study
demonstrates that accurate and fast actuation (actuation speed 2.5 Hz) of the morphing
wings is possible. The cruising speed of the MAV model was of 5 m/s and the flapping
frequency of 3 Hz. The study presents a comparison between tests performed with and
without morphing. Results show an improvement on lift and a mild reduction of drag when
morphing and flapping are activated. Hence, demonstrating that the actuation contributes
to the increase of lift force during the downstroke and reduces the drag force during the
upstroke.
Finally, Tamai et al. (2008) studied the effects of membrane flexibility on the aerodynamic
performance of a membrane wing. It was found that the more flexible wings have better
stall performance but are more prone to experiencing trailing-edge flutter, which results
in a dramatic drag increase. However, the aforementioned study had a completely free to
adapt trailing-edge whereas all previous work used models that had a trailing-edge sup-
port, albeit different geometries (see figure 1.2.3). This fact, together with the findings
by Gordnier (2009), which suggested that the rigid membrane mount used in the exper-
iments directly influenced the structure of the leading-edge separation, indicate that the
characteristics of the membrane support might have direct consequences on the membrane
aerofoil performance.
1.3 Objectives of this Work
In order to improve the operability and performance of MAVs several challenges still need
to be overcome. Finding solutions to attain better controllability, manoeuvrability, weight
reduction, greater autonomy... are amongst the most important issues that require ad-
dressing. In order to do so more insight is needed in the understanding of the aeromechanic
characteristics of membrane wings.
In section 1.2, it has been seen that the characteristics of the vortex shedding of a compliant
aerofoil subject to low Reynolds numbers are yet to be fully understood, specially since
the vortex shedding is directly dependant on the surface pressure distribution, which on a
compliant wing will be variable. Thus, it is interesting to investigate the coupling between
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the membrane deformation and the vortex shedding characteristics to determine the final
impact on aeromechanic performance parameters such as lift and drag. Characterising
both static and dynamic membrane deformations can also shed some light into the flight
characteristics of membrane wings.
The literature review has also shown that each of the studies which have analysed the
behaviour of membrane wings under low Reynolds numbers flows have used different mem-
brane supports, both in shape and size, with little (or no) discussion about their impact
on the results. Also, CFD work has often assumed perfectly rigid supports. Hence, this
study attempts to investigate the degree of influence, if any, of leading- and trailing-edge
supports on the overall aeromechanic performance as well as on the wake characteristics.
Thus, a comparison between several limit cases will be performed at a variety of angles of
attack.
Finally, section 1.2, has also revealed that the studies focusing on the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of LAR wings subject to low Reynolds number flows consider, in their majority,
fully rigid wings; just a few utilise complaint membrane wings and none focus on the
middle ground existing between a fully rigid and a fully flexible wing. However, it would
be interesting to further explore the transition from a fully rigid solid plate to a compliant
aerofoil. Hence, allowing to characterise the impact, if any, of the stiffness of the wing
onto its aeromechanic performance.
It is finally possible that, by interlinking the analysis of the former subjects, a guideline on
the design parameters required to attain a given MAVs’ flight performance characteristics
can be developed. Hence, aiming at pin-pointing the more and the less relevant aspects
that would need to be considered for given requirements.
Within this context, this study will aim to answer the following key questions:
1. Which are the effects of the leading- and trailing-edge geometry on membrane vi-
bration?
2. What are the main flow characteristics that cause the membrane vibration?
3. What the are effects of wing stiffness on the wing performance?
1.4 Thesis Overview
This thesis is structured in 6 chapters. Chapter 2 details all the experimental techniques
utilised. These introductory chapters are followed by three interlinked chapters which
unfold the core results of this study. Chapter 3 describes and characterises the effects
of the geometry of the leading- and trailing-edge supports on the structural behaviour of
latex membranes subject to low Reynolds number flows. In this chapter the membrane
and supports deformation will be captured, both statically and dynamically, by means of
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a high-speed photogrammetry system and the final wing performance will be estimated
from the lift and drag forces measured using a strain gauge system mounted on the model
frame. All in an attempt to answer question 1 in section 1.3.
To address question 2, chapter 4, attempts to elucidate the attributes of the flow structures
which create the membrane vibrations analysed in chapter 3. To do so, the vortex shedding
structures and characteristics will be studied by performing tests of a membrane wing
subject to a constant Reynolds number and a variety of angles of attack and recording
wake measurements utilising both PIV and HWA techniques.
Finally, chapter 5 describes and characterises a membrane by unfolding its differences
when compared to a solid rigid plate. To do so the transition from a solid plate to a latex
membrane wing will be studied by analysing composite plates with the same Young’s
modulus but with different thicknesses; hence, displaying a gradually decreasing stiffness.
These plates will be tested at several Reynolds numbers and angles of attack, α. Thus,
this chapter aims to answer question 3.
The final chapter, chapter 6, forms the conclusive section, firstly bringing all the conclu-
sions from the present work together and finally describing the new questions that have
arisen from the present study and suggesting new research lines which could be addressed
in future work.
Chapter 2
Experimental Methods
All the experiments are conducted in a closed-loop wind tunnel at the Department of
Aeronautics, Imperial College London. The tunnel has a cross section of 18” by 18”
(i.e. 457.2 mm by 457.2 mm) and a free-stream turbulence intensity, defined as the ratio
between the RMS of the local flow velocity and the mean flow velocity, no greater than
0.1%. This turbulence intensity was measured by performing a series of hot-wire tests at
the centre of the wind tunnel section, with a clean configuration (i.e. no model present)
and for the full range of free-stream velocities used in this study.
2.1 Models
Different aerofoil models are used. Based on the primary manufacturing material of the
aerofoils two categories can be defined: composite aerofoils and latex aerofoils. All models
have the same wing span and chord length, 300 mm and 130 mm respectively, and utilise
the same wind tunnel mounting frame and end- plates (see figure 2.1).
2.1.1 Latex models
Latex models consist of a membrane wing made of latex rubber sheet of thickness 0.16
mm wrapped around a silver steel leading- and trailing-edge using double-sided tape. This
is shown in figure 2.2).
The black latex rubber sheet used has a density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and Young’s modulus
E = 1.58 MPa. The Young’s modulus was found by performing a tensile test: a 10 N
load cell was used to measure the forces on the rubber sheet of the nominal chord and the
strain rate was 50 mm/min. The stress-strain curve was found to be linear for the range
of interest. Once mounted on the frame the latex membrane is subject to nominally 0%
strain. However, the uncertainty of the membrane length was of ±0.4%. Note that the
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Figure 2.1: Wind Tunnel Set-up. Render to scale.
weight of the membrane did not incur any initial displacement in the leading- and trailing-
edge supports. Furthermore, noting that latex viscoelastic properties change over time,
each model was used for up to 3 hours of testing with resting intervals, as the material
chosen (Supatex natural rubber Grade S) recovered the initial stretching when at rest. It
should be noted that all the latex used came from the same latex roll and that all the
wings were cut having the chord dimension aligned with the same rolling direction.
Two different cross-sectional geometries in two different sizes are used to examine the
effect of leading- and trailing-edge support on the performance of membrane aerofoils.
First, rectangular cross-section with different lengths, 3 mm and 5 mm (both have a
thickness of 1 mm), referred to herein as 3F and 5F cases, are used. Second, circular
cross-section, with radius 3 mm and 5 mm, referred to herein as 3R and 5R cases are also
used. Therefore, four-different types of LE/TE supports are examined in this study. All
the supports are made of silver steel (BS 1407), E = 207 GPa and ρ = 7.8 g/cm3. These
supports run along the whole span of the wing and are fixed at the end-plates by sliding
into tightly fitted slots present at the end-plates. The end-plates are welded to a shaft,
which in turn is connected to a servo motor that enables adjustment of the angle of attack
(with accuracy of ±0.05◦). Additional geometrical details of the four cases examined in
this study are shown in table 2.1. They include all dimensions, as well as the ratio between
these dimensions and the nominal membrane chord and thickness.
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(a) Flat Support (b) Round Support
Figure 2.2: Details on the membrane-support attachment for the two different cross-
sectional geometries studied.
Table 2.1: Leading- and trailing-edge support characteristics
Cross-sections
Model Name 3R 5R 3F 5F
Width (mm) 3 5 3 5
Thickness (mm) 3 5 1 1
Length (mm) 300 300 300 300
Supported area to chord ratio 4.61% 7.7% 4.61% 7.7%
Support to membrane
thickness ratio 18.75 31.25 6.25 6.25
2.1.2 Composite models
The composite aerofoil models employed are unidirectional carbon fibre flat plates with
varying number of plys and binding resin. The models have a protrusion at each corner
with dimensions 5 mm×5 mm, see 2.3. Material is added/removed so that the thickness
of the protrusion is always 1mm. Thus, the plates are fixed at the end-plates by sliding
the corner protrusions into tightly fitted slots present at the end-plates.
Note that two different types of resin are used in order to be able to attain a wider range
of plate thicknesses. Table 2.2 shows the corresponding Young’s modulus and density of
the two resultant types of composite plates. Silver steel characteristics are also shown.
Finally, table 2.3 displays the resin type and corresponding thickness of all the composite
aerofoils tested.
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Figure 2.3: Composite Plate used in this study. Sample corresponds to two plies of
Unidirectional Carbon Fibre binded with 914TS resin, thickness of 0.27 mm
Table 2.2: Properties of the Materials used from Kousourakis et al. (2006) and Umeco
(2012)
Material Young’s Modulus Density
Silver Steel 208GPa 7.85 g/cm3
914TS 134GPa 1.57 g/cm3
2.2 Force measurements
The total lift and drag forces on the membrane aerofoil are measured using strain gauges.
Two pairs of strain gauges are fixed on the shaft that supports the aerofoil assembly (see
figure 2.4) and are designed to measure the normal and tangential forces to the membrane
aerofoil. These measurements together with the angle of incidence, α, will allow us to
resolve the lift and drag forces of the membrane aerofoil. The readings from the strain
gauges are sampled at 1 kHz during 60 s. The strain gauges have a resistance of 350 Ω
with a gauge factor of 2.10 at 10 V and a strain limit of force measurement errors of 5000
microstrains. The resolution of the transducers is ±0.025 mV which corresponds to ±0.08
N. The strain gauges are calibrated by applying known point loads. The calibration curve
is found to be linear within the range of interest.
2.3 Membrane deformation measurements
The membrane vibrations are measured using high-speed photogrammetry. The setup
is depicted in figure 2.1. A white line is inscribed along the chord at the middle of the
wing span. The white line is 1mm thick which corresponds to 6 pixels. The motion of
this white line is captured using a high speed camera (Phantom v6.1). The images were
recorded at 1200 frames per second for 2 seconds at a resolution of 1024 × 512 pixels.
Note that the camera is placed at an angle due to the lack of optical access from the
side-view. Consequently, a Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) calibration is used to
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Table 2.3: Composite Plates Characteristics
Number of plys Material Thickness of plate
1ply 914TS 0.22 mm
2ply 914TS 0.27 mm
4ply 914TS 0.52 mm
6ply 914TS 0.75 mm
8ply 914TS 0.97 mm
(a) Load Cell Location (b) Load Cell Wiring
Figure 2.4: Load cell details (dimensions in mm)
obtain the one-to-one mapping relationship between the real plane and the image plane
(Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). This calibration is performed by placing a grid of dots
(with known dot spacing) in the plane of interest. The calibration curve is represented by
a 1st-order polynomial. It must be noted that this procedure assumes that the membrane
centre line only displaces in its vertical plane; i.e. the lateral (spanwise) displacements are
neglected. The recorded images are digitalised using an in house build MATLAB code,
this code uses the MATLAB’s in-build function ’edge’ with the Canny method to detect
the edges of the white line; then, an average between the two edges is taken and used as
the centreline. Overall, the uncertainty in determining the membrane deflection is less
than 0.1%. Finally, the leading-edge is taken to be the reference point used in each frame
when obtaining the coordinates.
2.4 Wake analysis
2.4.1 Hot-Wire Anemometry
The vortex shedding characteristics were also analysed, hot-wire scans were performed
one chord length downstream of the trailing-edge of wing (see figure 2.5). The scan was
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performed using an in-house manufactured platinum-rhodium wire that is traversed over a
distance of 98 mm in 2 mm spacing. The results are converted to velocity using a 4th-order
polynomial calibration curve as seen in figure 2.6 (Bruun, 1995). The sampling rate was
6 kHz and filtered at 3 kHz to avoid aliasing. Hot-wire scans were performed for angles
of attack of 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦ at 10 m/s. The corresponding chord Reynolds
number investigated was Re = 9× 104.
(a) HWA setup (b) HWA set-up render to scale
Figure 2.5: Experimental setup. Traverse location and characteristics.
2.4.2 PIV
Digital Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV, technique is used to capture information of the
flow behaviour downstream of the membrane aerofoil. The tests are performed at a
Reynolds number based on chord of Re = 9 × 104. The incidences studied range from
0◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦ for latex aerofoils and of 5◦ for composite aerofoils.
The illumination of the desired plane was obtained by shining a thin laser sheet (less than
1 mm thickness) from a 200 mJ, 532 nm, Nd:YAG laser (Litron Nano L 200-15 ) through
the centre of the model. See figure 2.7. The mirror, lens and the light sheet optics were
mounted outside the wind tunnel to enable easy adjustment of the light sheet, as shown in
figure 2.7. The wind tunnel floor was padded with a black anti-reflectant cover only leaving
a 2mm transparent opening placed along the plane of interest (i.e. s/2 and spanning 1
chord lengths downstream of the trailing-edge). Hence, minimising the possible undesired
reflections.
A CCD camera (TSI PowerV iewTM 4MP Plus) is mounted on the side of the wind
tunnel, normal to the flow direction, as shown in figure 2.7. The image pixel resolution is
of 2048×2048 and a pixel size of 7.4µm×7.4µm. In order to capture maximum light and to
keep the depth of focus minimal a 50 mm/f1.8 lens was used that resulted in a field of view
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Figure 2.6: Example of Hot-Wire Calibration points obtained and 4th order polynomial
calculated.
of 145 mm × 145 mm. The camera is located in such a way that the field of view captures
the trailing-edge of the aerofoil and extends beyond one chord length downstream. This
allows direct comparison, at least in the statistical results, between the PIV and hot-wire
anemometry measurements. The lasers and the cameras are synchronised using a TSI laser
pulse synchroniser (Part No. 610035) that is controlled using the TSI insight software.
Olive Oil droplets (approximately 1 mm diameter) are used as seeding particles and are
generated using a TSI Oil Droplet Generator (Part No. 8307).
A 2D calibration grid is used to obtain the one-to-one mapping relationship between the
real plane and the image plane, see figure 2.8(b). The spacing between dots is of 5mm
in both x and y directions. The mapping function used is a 3r-order polynomial, this
type of mapping function is able to correct for arbitrary distortions present in the data
recorded, e.g. distortion created by the wind tunnel perspex window; hence, providing
higher accuracy. However, this mapping function has poor extrapolation properties and
care must be taken to ensure that the calibration grid covers the whole Region Of Interest.
Five-hundred pairs of images are captured with a mean particle displacement for all the
tests performed of approximately 10 pixels.
The images are processed using Lavision’s Davis software 8.0.5. The processing includes
image pre-processing steps: first, a sliding background filter to eliminate large intensity
background (this is essentially a high pass filter to enhance the particle images). Second,
the particle intensity is normalised, obtaining homogenous particle intensities hence small
particle will also contribute to the correlation.
Subsequently, the images are processed using a a recursive algorithm with an initial window
size of 128 × 128pixels and a final window size of 32 × 32 pixels with 50% overlap. This
results in a spatial resolution of 0.0187c with a vector spacing of half the resolution. The
vector fields are validated using a 3×3 median filter and the erroneous vectors are replaced
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(a) PIV setup
(b) PIV Solidworks Model
Figure 2.7: Experimental setup. Camera location and characteristics. Render to scale.
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(a) Calibration Grid used, distance be-
tween dots of 5mm.
(b) Calibration Grid after correction,
displaying the RMS to fit variation at
each point. Black being the lowest (0 to
0.05) and grey being the highest (above
0.4).
Figure 2.8: Details on the PIV calibration grid utilised.
by either secondary choice vectors or are interpolated using a 3× 3 mean filter. Less than
1% of the total vectors in the datasets are secondary choice or interpolated vectors.
The processed files are exported and post-processing is carried out using Matlab. Velocity
gradients are calculated within Matlab using a second order central difference scheme.
These gradients will be used to compute vorticity in chapter 4.
Finally, it should be noted that the origin of coordinates in all cases is located at the
mid-span trailing-edge point when the wing is at 0◦ incidence and subject to no incoming
flow.
Chapter 3
Structural Characteristics and
Aerodynamic Forces
This chapter explores the effect that geometry of silver steel supports have on the aerome-
chanic performance of membrane aerofoils. Tests are performed at low Reynolds numbers,
Re= 9 × 104, and incidences of 2◦ − 25◦. High-speed photogrammetry as well as force
measurements are carried out to explore the effects of four different leading-edge (LE) and
trailing-edge (TE) designs on the performance of membrane aerofoils. The chapter is sub-
divided into four sections which focus on the instantaneous camber deformation, the mean
camber deformation, the lift and drag forces and finally the structural dynamics which
evaluates both the LE/TE support dynamics as well as the membrane vibration. Results
indicate that the mean camber as well as membrane vibrations (both mode shape and fre-
quency) change with geometry and size of the LE and TE supports. The LE/TE supports
with a rectangular cross-section consistently provide higher lift forces and higher mean
camber deformations compared to the support with circular cross-section. The membrane
vibrations are also found to be higher for aerofoils with LE/TE supports with rectangular
cross-section. Moreover, it is shown that the LE/TE supports deflect under aerodynamic
loading and consequently alter the performance of the aerofoil. Furthermore, some of the
supports are found to vibrate at their resonance frequency. In all, this study quantifies the
impact of the leading- and trailing-edge support on the membrane and provides guidelines
for geometry selection for future studies.
3.1 Instantaneous camber
Figure 3.1 shows the instantaneous camber profiles for different leading- and trailing-edges
at the same angle of attack, α = 10◦, and chord-based Reynolds number, Re=9 × 104.
Direct linear transformation is the method used to calibrate the camera. The camber
profiles are digitised from the images by an image processing algorithm, then the DLT
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parameters are used to transform the coordinates of the digitised line from camera space
to laboratory space.
The flow in all the figures presented is from left to right. Thus, x/c=-0.5 is the leading-
edge and x/c=0.5 is the trailing-edge of the membrane aerofoil. Results in figure 3.1 are
presented on the frame of reference moving with the leading-edge (which is always at
x/c=-0.5, y=0.0). However, the movement of the supports is far from negligible. Figure
3.2 shows the vertical displacement of the LE and TE supports as a function of time. Note
that in order to improve graphical readability of the results, the data shown in figure 3.2
correspond to the running average of the first second recorded. Figure 3.2 indicates that
the camber of the membrane aerofoil must be studied in the context of a moving LE/TE
support. A more detailed analysis of this phenomena will be presented in section 3.5. It
must be noted that the data in all the figures are normalised using the initial chord length,
i.e. c=130 mm, to maintain uniformity and consistency throughout the data sets. Hence,
in figures 3.1 and 3.3 the normalised chord length for some cases is not exactly equal to 1
due to the movement of the supports.
3.2 Mean camber
Figure 3.3 depicts the mean membrane deflections (i.e. camber) found for angles of attack
between 2◦ and 25◦ and four different leading- and trailing-edge geometries at Re= 9×104.
Note that the mean camber has been computed with respect to the instantaneous position
of the leading-edge. Also note that figure 3.3(b) does not show the whole chord length.
This is because unphysical discontinuities, caused by noise generated by light reflections,
occurred at the areas near the leading- and trailing-edges. Thus, to increase clarity and
understanding, only the continuous data is depicted. In general, the maximum deflection
can be seen to increase with α regardless of the leading- and trailing-edge geometry up
to α ≈ 20◦, then it decreases. However, the rate of deflection increase is more substantial
for the models with round supports. Figure 3.4 presents the evolution of maximum mean
deformation with angle of attack for the four cases considered. In particular, figure 3.4(a)
shows that the variation in the maximum deformation with the angle of attack greatly
depends on the cross-sectional geometry of the leading- and trailing-edge supports.
Flat geometries exhibit greater camber deformation than round ones and are hardly af-
fected by the incidence angle, α, which is consistent with the findings of Rojratsirikul
et al. (2010a). Round geometries, on the other hand, exhibit a nearly parabolic increase
of camber with angle of attack, thus, displaying a greater rate of camber increase for lower
angles of attack. This phenomenon may be due to the geometrical stiffening of the mem-
brane as α increases. Moreover, for small angles of attack (between 2◦ and 4◦) the 3R
case displays an S-shaped camber deformation, while the 5R has the maximum camber
point near the trailing-edge. This is thought to be caused by flow symmetry being broken
differently for flat and round leading-edges. For the flat geometries the flow symmetry, as
angle of attack increases from zero, is expected to be abruptly broken creating an early
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Figure 3.1: Instantaneous camber profiles at 10 consecutive snapshops taken at a rate of
1200 frames/second. Re= 9× 104 and α = 10◦.
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Figure 3.2: Leading- and trailing-edge position during 1 s at a sampling rate of 1200
samples per second. The data presented is a running average obtained by dividing the
data into 200 windows. Data obtained via DLT at Re= 9× 104 and α = 18◦.
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Figure 3.3: Mean camber profiles obtained via DLT. Re= 9 × 104 for angles of attack 2◦
to 22◦ in increments of 4◦ and 25◦. Grey shade decreases with angle of attack.
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Figure 3.4: Variation of mean camber characteristics with angle of attack, α, for different
edge geometries. Re=9× 104.
onset of separation from the upper surface of the leading-edge. This leads to a rapid rise
in membrane deflection as well as the forward motion of the point of maximum camber
with increasing angle of attack. On the other hand, for the round leading- and trailing-
edges, due to their geometry, the symmetry breaking between the upper and lower surface
may be more moderate, hence, leading to a slow growth of the separation on the upper
surface and slow decrease of the separation on the lower surface at the leading-edge and
a counterclockwise movement of the separation points on the trailing-edge, which would
give rise to the S-shaped camber seen for the 3R case. For the 5R case the separation from
the leading-edge mount may be dominant. A slower symmetry breaking will give rise to
the higher deflections towards the trailing-edge that move upstream at a more moderate
rate as angle of attack increases.
Finally, it should be noted that the use of larger membrane supports results in a mild
increase of maximum membrane camber for the round cases and flat cases at low angles
of attack, whilst it results in a camber decrease for flat cases at high incidences.
Figure 3.4(b) shows the variation with incidence of the chord-wise location of the maximum
point of camber, xymax . For flat configurations xymax remains nearly constant, at mid chord
for the 5F and just upstream of c/2 for the 3F. The size of the support is seen to have
a greater influence on the xymax location for round configurations than on the flat ones.
This is especially noticeable at low angles of attack, 2◦ ≤ α ≤ 8◦, where the maximum
difference between the two round configurations occurs (α = 4◦) and is of 27% whereas at
the same α the difference between the two flat configurations is of only 5%. Moreover, at
this incidence range the round supports exhibit sudden changes of xymax position. Both
phenomena are due to the aforementioned S-shaped camber deformation occurring at low
angles of attack. Differences between sizes are reduced at moderate angles of attack,
8◦ ≤ α ≤ 20◦, for all geometries, although they are still higher for round than for flat
shapes. Note that for this range of angles of attack all geometries asymptote to c/2. For
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high angles of attack the difference between 3F and 5F remains very small, 0.8% at α = 24,
and their xymax location very close to c/2. On the other hand, 5R xymax location starts
moving aft as incidence is increased while 3R xymax location tends to move forwards,
both away from c/2. This increases their xymax location difference which at α = 24 is of
11%. Finally, it can also be observed that smaller geometries (i.e. 3R and 3F) have their
maximum point of camber forward of c/2 whereas bigger leading- and trailing-edges have
their xymax located aft from the mid chord point.
3.3 Membrane dynamics
The fluctuations in membrane deformation about the mean camber are examined in figure
3.5 for all combinations of leading- and trailing-edges studied. The figure shows the root-
mean-square (RMS) of the membrane deformation fluctuations for various angles of attack.
The presence of different modes in the membrane fluctuations can be clearly observed and
this is consistent with results presented in previous studies (Rojratsirikul et al., 2010a;
Song et al., 2008b). The figures also show that the modes vary with angle of attack, for
instance in figure 3.5(b) it can be seen that the mode is much higher for angles of attack
of 10◦ and 14◦ than for 25◦. Moreover, comparing 3.5(a) and 3.5(a) with 3.5(c) and 3.5(d)
respectively shows that the amplitude of the fluctuations is higher when the membrane is
supported by flat leading- and trailing-edges.
Figure 3.5(c) shows that large amplitude fluctuations occur for the 3F model at 10◦ < α <
16◦. These large amplitude membrane oscillations are coupled with a change of the mode
of vibration from mode 5 to mode 1, as shown in figure 3.6. This behaviour is believed
to be due to the support entering resonance and displaying span-wise bending modes (see
section 3.5.2). Moreover, this observed resonance may be, in fact, periodically shedding
large coherent vortex structures as the wing was originally near stall conditions. This
would explain why the mean lift generation remains high, as seen in figure 3.7(a).
The change in membrane deformation mode shape with angle of attack is depicted in
figure 3.6. It can be seen that at low angles of attack the flat geometries are very different
to one another while the round ones display the same modes up to α = 8◦. If incidence is
increased all four geometries display different mode changes; however, the general trend
is for the mode number to decrease. Finally, note that regardless of the support used the
displayed mode after stall is mode number 2. This indicates that once deep stall is reached
all the models have the same vortex shedding frequency. Consequently, once mode 2 is
reached the mode shape is independent of both α and leading- and trailing-edge geometry.
This observation is in agreement with those of Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a) and Gordnier
(2009).
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Figure 3.5: Mean camber RMS obtained via DLT. Re=9 × 104 for angles of attack 2◦ to
22◦, in increments of 4◦, and 25◦. Grey shade decreases with angle of attack. Dash-dot
lines indicate that the RMS has decreased with respect to the anterior α considered, solid
lines indicate that the RMS has increased.
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Figure 3.6: Membrane vibration mode change with α for Re= 9×104 for the four leading-
and trailing-edges.
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3.4 Lift and Drag forces
The strain-gauge measurements allow us to examine the effect of leading- and trailing-edge
supports on the aerodynamic forces generated by the membrane aerofoil. Figure 3.7(a)
depicts the mean lift coefficient (CL) for the four different cases explored. Overall, it can
be seen that the flat geometries result in higher CL values regardless of angle of attack. It
can also be seen that the smaller support sizes result in higher lift forces.
As one should expect, the lift behaviour is dominated by different phenomena depending
on the incidence range studied. At low angles of attack the behaviour is mainly dependent
on mean steady effects whereas at high angles of attack it is dominated by unsteady and
vibrational effects of both the membrane and its supports. This is corroborated by figure
3.5 which shows very small RMS values for low incidences but much higher ones for high
angles of attack for all the cases studied.
For low angles of attack, 0◦ < α < 10◦, the round geometries behave very similarly to
one another, but with the 5R being slightly higher than the 3R for α ≥ 4◦ (figure 3.7(a)).
The measurements on the flat geometries, on the other hand, are quite different to one
another, the 3F generates higher lift that the 5F. Moreover, it can be seen that there is a
distinct difference in lift generation between the flat geometries, that give more lift, and
the round ones. Furthermore, for round geometries the size of the support has a small
effect on the lift generation while for the flat cases the size of the support plays a crucial
role. These differences are mainly due to two phenomena:
• First, the lift generation is proportional to the camber deformation; consequently,
the higher the membrane deflection the higher the lift. This can be confirmed by
comparing figure 3.3 with figure 3.7(a), where it can clearly be seen that the 3F
case, which is the case that experiences the highest deflection, is also the one that
generates the highest lift.
• The static bending of the leading- and trailing-edges should also be considered be-
cause, if present, it will affect the membrane dynamics: a bent leading- and trailing-
edge implies varying twist accross the span of the wing; moreover, if the degree of
bending between the leading- and the trailing-edge is different this will result in a
change in angle of attack. Static bending of the leading- and trailing-edges can also
affect the initial strain as well as the frequency and amplitude of the membrane
vibrations. All of these phenomena will alter the wing’s performance.
Note that both bending and deflection of the supports are a function of Young’s modulus,
E, and the area moment of inertia, I. In our study Young’s modulus is the same for all
leading- and trailing-edges tested; however, I is not. Bending stiffness can therefore be
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predicted by the magnitude of the area moment of inertia, I. Therefore, it can be seen
that the flat geometries, which have a value of I two orders of magnitude lower than the
circular cross-section geometries, are much more likely to bend and experience noticeable
deflections than the round leading- and trailing-edges. This was observed during the
wind tunnel tests, where bending of the flat leading- and trailing-edges was found to be
significant.
To further investigate this effect, a simple structural analysis of these leading- and trailing-
edge supports is carried out. An aerodynamic load (based on the lift force measured) is
assumed to be uniformly distributed across the span of the supports and the supports
themselves are assumed to behave as simply supported beams (note that it is not possible
to guarantee a rotation-free support in our experimental setting). The maximum deflection
due to bending of such a simple model is given by (Young, 1989),
δ =
5ql4
384EI
(3.1)
where δ corresponds to the vertical deflection for a simply supported beam with length l,
and uniformly loaded by a force per unit length, q.
Note that when using equation (3.1) it is assumed that half of the load is carried by
the leading-edge and the other half by the trailing-edge, and that in both cases the load
is uniformly distributed across the whole span. It must be noted that the assumption
that the aerodynamic load is equally distributed between the leading- and trailing-edge
supports is just and approximation as figure 3.3 as well as figure 3.4(b) have shown that
the location of maximum deflection is not at the mid-chord. This will result in an unequal
distribution of the load between leading- and trailing-edges. Consequently, the bending
of the leading-edge will be different from the bending of the trailing-edge and this will
subject the aerofoil to an additional twist, ∆α. Therefore, the increase in lift for the flat
geometries will be partly due to this additional twist that is incurred at higher angles of
attack.
The geometries tested in this study are the limit cases of an aerofoil shape (i.e. rectangular
and circular). However, the same bending phenomena should be expected for any leading-
and trailing-edge support shape with a small cross-section compared to the wing span.
Figure 3.9 shows the bending deflection calculated using equation (3.1) at both the leading-
and trailing-edge for the four geometries studied. It can be seen that the deflection is
substantial for the flat cases, especially for the 3F, as expected, due to the low moment
of inertia. The moment of inertia for the the 3F and 5F cases is 0.25 mm4 and 0.42 mm4,
respectively, while for 3R and 5R it is of 63.62 mm4 and 490.87 mm4. Moreover, the value
of Ixx for the 3F and 5F cases is of the same order of magnitude of the majority of other
leading- and trailing-edge shapes used in previous studies (Rojratsirikul et al. (2010b),
Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a) and Song et al. (2008b)).
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In order to gain some insight on the possible behaviour of an aerofoil shaped leading- and
trailing-edge design the evolution of bending deflection for different shapes of leading- and
trailing-edges for a given lift coefficient is calculated. The deflection values for CL = 0.8 are
δ3F = 7.23 mm, δ5F = 4.34 mm, δ3R=0.46 mm δ5R = 0.06 mm. Note that the relationship
between CL and δ is linear. If we consider the LE/TE support from Rojratsirikul et al.
(2010a) as a test example of the possible behaviour of an aerofoil-like leading- and trailing-
edge, we find that equation (3.1) would predict a maximum support deflection of 11.55
mm. This study was chosen because of the great similarities between their set-up and
our experimental procedures and results, i.e. use of end-plates, comparable Re, use of
latex membrane and comparable mean membrane deflections. However, this leading- and
trailing-edge behaviour is not particular to the design by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a); on
the contrary, it is a general phenomena that can occur in any shape and model.
Hence, it can be seen that in order to attain a good aerodynamic performance some degree
of support flexibility has to be allowed. Fully rigid supports result in worst performance
by obstructing the flow due to their high thickness-to-chord ratio. Nonetheless, very flex-
ible supports, such as 3F, will also lead to low efficiency results due to the presence of
uncontrolled support vibration which enhances drag production (further discussed in sec-
tion 3.5), variable added twist and three-dimensionality effects caused by the difference in
bending deflection across the span; having its maximum at s/2 and decreasing until reach-
ing zero at the end-plate-leading-edge joint. Thus, a compromise between aerodynamic
and stiffness characteristics is necessary.
Figure 3.7(b) shows the drag coefficient, CD, for the four different leading- and trailing-
edges studied. It can be seen that CD is higher for flat geometries than for round ones.
This difference becomes more pronounced as angle of attack increases. More specifically,
it can be seen that 3F tends to have a higher CD for 6
◦ < α < 16◦. This higher CD may
be due to the aforementioned support vibrations. The decrease in CD for α < 16
◦ linked
to the decrease in CL for the same regime might indicate that the wing is fully stalled
resulting in a decrease of the support vibrations. This is not the case for 5F which at
α < 16◦ experiences an increase in CD. This is thought to be due to an increase in the
support vibrations as the wing approaches stall.
Dynamic effects, such as membrane and support vibration, which will be further discussed
in section 3.5, also play a crucial role on the overall wing performance, especially for
α ≥ 10◦ where the amplitude of membrane deformation greatly increases, as seen in figure
3.5. In this regime, the membrane and the support have both started to geometrically
stiffen due to the large deflection and therefore the rate at which both membrane and
the supports deflect reduces. This is clearly seen in figure 3.4(a) especially for the round
cross-sectional geometries. Consequently, lift generation steadies and then starts to reduce.
At the same time, the aforementioned dynamic affects will also result in an increase in
drag production as depicted in figure 3.7(b). Therefore, the overall wing efficiency, L/D,
will tend to degrade as angle of attack increases, see figure 3.8. The rate and extent of
degradation will depend upon both, the reduction in lift production and the increase in
drag generation. For the cases studied, it can be seen in figures 3.7 and 3.8 that the 3F
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Figure 3.7: Aerodynamic characteristics for four different leading- and trailing-edges at a
chord-based Reynolds number Re= 9× 104 and incidence between 2◦ and 22◦.
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Figure 3.8: L/D for four different leading- and trailing-edges at Re= 9× 104.
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Figure 3.9: Estimated leading- and trailing-edge bending deflection at the centre of the
wing span for four different leading- and trailing-edges at Re= 9× 104.
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support generates the highest lift, but also very high drag, which reduces its aerodynamic
efficiency.
Figure 3.8 also shows that for low angles of attack, 2◦ < α < 8◦, when no dynamic effects
are present 3F, closely followed by 5F, shows the best L/D performance. Nonetheless, if
incidence is increased above 8◦, 3F starts experiencing dynamic effects and becomes the
least efficient case. For the range, 2◦ < α < 12◦, the bigger supports 5F and 5R show the
best performance. However, as angle of attack increases further, α > 12◦, dynamic effects
start becoming apparent also in the bigger supports, support vibration in the 5F case
and bad lift-stall performance for 5R result in a dramatic reduction in efficiency. On the
other hand, for the same high incidence regime 3R increases efficiency as angle of attack
increases due to its low drag generation and its good post stall lift generation. Overall, at
high angles of attack the smaller supports, i.e. 3F and 3R, are the ones that display the
best L/D performance. In all, figure 3.8 demonstrates that no support is ideal throughout
all the incidences studied.
The leading- and trailing-edge geometry is also seen to affect the post-stall behaviour, see
figure 3.7(a). In particular, the flat cases display a very soft post-stall behaviour, which
is in line with previous studies. However, the 5R displays a quite noticeable lift decrease
after stall has occurred. This is due to its high thickness-to-chord ratio which results
in the leading- and trailing-edges acting like bluff bodies and inducing separation. This
indicates a highly different membrane vibration behaviour, before the membrane fully
stalls, depending on the support used.
3.5 Structural dynamics
3.5.1 Vibrations of the leading- and trailing-edge supports
Results in figure 3.2 have indicated that neither the leading- nor the trailing-edge are
fixed points and hence membrane deformation is affected by the motion of the supports.
Moreover, whilst performing the experiments it was seen that the supports, especially
the ones with a rectangular cross section, experienced some degree of vibration along
the span. In fact, the range of frequencies at which the membrane vibrated may be
within the bounds of some of the natural frequencies of the leading- and trailing-edge
supports and this could induce coupling between the fluctuations of the membrane and
those of the leading- and trailing-edge supports; leading to a dramatic change on the
overall behaviour of the membrane; hence, becoming a three-dimensional problem rather
than a two-dimensional one.
Therefore, a study of the frequency of vibration of the leading- and trailing-edge points
alone is performed and the natural frequencies of the different supports are calculated. Fig-
ure 3.10 displays the non-dimensional dominant frequencies of the vertical displacement of
the trailing-edge for α = 10◦. It was found by performing an FFT of the fluctuations with
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respect to the mean position of the trailing edge. The same analysis was performed on the
leading-edge for both horizontal and vertical displacements. The results are summarised
in figure 3.11, which shows the peak frequencies of the support vibrations.
For the analysis of the natural vibration frequencies of the supports, the leading- and
trailing-edges are assumed to be simply supported beams. This is found to be a valid
assumption, because a thin flat section will be able to experience some degree of rotation at
the support points, due to both manufacturing tolerances and its cross-sectional properties.
The frequencies for the different modes of vibration for a uniform beam with both ends
simply supported is (Young, 1989),
ωsn =
Kn
2pi
√
EI
ml4
(3.2)
where ωs is the natural frequency of vibration, n is the mode number, Kn is a constant
which depends on the mode number and the beam boundary conditions,l is the length of
the beam and m is its mass per unit length.
The forces on the aerofoil caused by the inertia of the surrounding air that is accelerated
as the aerofoil accelerates its motion, i.e. added mass could play an important role on the
final wing behaviour and support resonance. Hence, the added mass per unit span of the
of the wing was calculated, madded =
pic2ρ
4 = 0.0159 kg/m, where c is the chord length and
ρ the air density (Bisplinghoff et al., 1955).
The madded for the 3F case is 23.2% of its total weight (i.e. madded/m), 15.9% for the 5F,
4.12% for the 3R and only 1.5% for the 5R. This shows that the added mass is substantial
for the flat cases and much less important for the round cases. The added stiffness can
also play an important part to the final aeroelastic frequency modes. However, in this
analysis this added stiffness has not been included due to lack of additional information
required to incorporate it.
The results obtained are presented in table 3.1 where frequencies have been normalised
for ease of comparison, i.e. St = fc/U∞. Note that the results displayed are only a first
order approximation and should only serve as guidance. Table 3.1 shows three sets of
results. The first one corresponds to the case where only the weight of the support is
taken into account. The second case incorporates weight of the support as well as half
the weight of the membrane (this assumes that the weight of the membrane is evenly
distributed between the leading- and trailing-edges). The third case includes the weight of
the support and the full weight of the membrane. It must be noted that it is necessary to
include the weight of the membrane as it is of the same order of magnitude as the weight of
the supports, especially for the flat leading- and trailing-edges (half the membrane weight
corresponds to 44% and 27.5% of the weight of the 3F and 5F supports, respectively). This
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Figure 3.10: Frequency content of trailing-edge vertical displacement. The dominant
frequency peaks are marked with circles. The spectrum was obtained using FFT of a time-
series of 2400 images. All frequencies shown are non-dimensional frequencies, Strouhal
number, Stm = fc/U∞. The figures depicted spectra for all four different trailing-edge
geometries and all are obtained at an angle of attack of 10◦ and Re= 9× 104.
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Figure 3.11: First peaks in the spectra of the deflection of leading-edge (black) and trailing-
edge (grey) as a function of the angle of attack. The first four identifiable peaks are marked
by circles (◦), crosses (×), plus signs (+), and dots (·), respectively. The dotted lines show
the first analytical natural vibration frequencies of the flexible supports in vacuum.
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Table 3.1: Analytical non-dimensional natural frequencies, St, of vibration of the leading-
and trailing-edge, Modes 1 ∼ 5. Values from top to bottom are as follows, no membrane
weight, half membrane weight, whole membrane weight. Aerofoil shape corresponds to
Rojratsirikul et al. (2010a).
Mode
3mm
Round
5mm
Round
3mm
Flat
5mm
Flat
Aerofoil
Shape
1
1.85 3.13 0.29 0.30 0.12
1.80 3.10 0.25 0.27 0.11
1.75 3.07 0.22 0.25 0.11
2
7.42 12.53 1.14 1.21 0.46
7.21 12.40 0.99 1.09 0.44
7.01 12.27 0.88 1.00 0.43
3
16.67 28.17 2.58 2.73 1.02
16.21 27.87 2.21 2.45 0.99
16.78 27.58 1.97 2.24 0.97
4
29.68 50.13 4.59 4.85 1.82
28.84 49.60 3.94 4.35 1.77
28.07 49.08 3.51 3.98 1.72
5
46.39 78.37 7.18 7.58 2.85
45.09 77.53 6.16 6.81 2.77
43.89 76.72 5.48 6.23 2.72
shows that the geometry of the supports will play a very important role in the following
analysis.
Figure 3.11 shows the first four frequency peaks, obtained from a Fourier analysis of the
experimental data, for the leading-edge and the trailing-edge for all the angles of attack
studied. The dotted lines represent the estimated natural frequencies of the leading- and
trailing-edge supports in vacuum obtained using equation (3.2) and displayed in table 3.1.
The values taken are those which assume that half of the membrane weight is carried by
each support and will be denoted as ωs. The resulting figure shows that the frequencies
experimentally measured at the LE/TE, ωf , are within the range of the natural frequencies
of vibration of the supports, especially for the flat cases where the range of frequencies
found experimentally encloses the first four natural frequency modes of the support. Hence
pointing at a very likely coupling interaction between the support’s natural frequency
modes and the final membrane wing vibration.
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3.5.2 Vibrations of the membrane
In order to better understand and characterise the membrane vibrations, the pre-multiplied
spectra is plotted as a function of both Strouhal number and chord-wise location. This
results in a 2D spectrogram in which the x-axis is the chord-wise location on the membrane
and the y-axis is the Strouhal number. This serves to compare the spectral content
across different chord-wise locations simultaneously. Figures 3.12 to 3.16 depict the 2D
spectrogram as well as measured dominant frequencies at the LE and TE (black circles)
and the estimated natural frequency modes of the leading- and trailing-edge support in
vacuum (grey lines) obtained using equation (3.2) and displayed in table 3.1 for several
angles of attack and four different LE/TE geometries. Each mode is delimited by two
lines of the same colour corresponding to the natural frequency of the support with the
full membrane weight and the natural frequency of the support with the no membrane
weight; hence, showing the limit values of the natural frequency band. The plots are
normalised to ease comparison.
!
(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 3.12: Membrane spectra contour for α = 2◦ and the four different leading- and
trailing-edges. Horizontal lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequen-
cies.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 3.13: Membrane spectra contour for α = 10◦ and the four different leading- and
trailing-edges. Horizontal lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequen-
cies.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 3.14: Membrane spectra contour for α = 14◦ and the four different leading- and
trailing-edges. Horizontal lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequen-
cies.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 3.15: Membrane spectra contour for α = 20◦ and the four different leading- and
trailing-edges. Horizontal lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequen-
cies.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 3.16: Membrane spectra contour for α = 25◦ and the four different leading- and
trailing-edges. Horizontal lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequen-
cies.
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A general overview of figures 3.12-3.16 shows that for all the incidences presented the
membranes supported by smaller leading- and trailing-edges, i.e. 3F and 3R, are more
energised and display broader frequency ranges of excitation than those with the same
cross-section but larger size, i.e. 5F and 5R. Moreover, the figures also show that the range
of frequencies at which the membrane vibrates broadens as angle of attack increases, being
between 1 < Stm < 7 for low angles of attack and between 0.3 < Stm ≤ 10 at α . 20◦.
Note that the range slightly reduces again as angle of attack is further increased. This
might be due to the wing entering deep stall and resulting in the membrane frequencies
of vibration collapsing to the vortex shedding frequency.
Another interesting feature is that the energy for all geometries, except for 5R and 5F
at α = 2◦, is greater near the trailing-edge. This is in agreement with figure 3.2, where
the trailing-edge is seen to vibrate more than the leading-edge and is likely to be due to
the fact that as incidence increases the flow separation at the trailing-edge also increases,
resulting in an increase in the vortex shedding strength. As a result an increase in the
excitation of both membrane and support at the near trailing-edge region is observed.
Figures 3.15-3.16 also show that at very high incidences α > 20◦, where the wing is
expected to have reached stall, a decrease in energy is seen in all geometries; moreover,
the maximum energy regions being near the trailing-edge.
In order to gain further insight on the fluid structure-interaction a detailed analysis of
each geometry is performed. It should be noticed that the wake structure interaction is
reviewed in full detail in section 4.3.
• 3F Support
– Low angles of attack, α < 10◦. For this range of incidences two clear energised
frequency bands are observed in figure 3.12(c). The most energised one lays
very close to the 2nd natural frequency mode of the support. The other band,
less energised, coincides with the 4th natural frequency mode of the support.
Moreover, the dominant frequency of the LE is found to be that of the 1st mode
of the support while the TE dominant frequency is that of the 2nd mode and
it is aligned with the dominant membrane vibration frequency.
– Mid angles of attack. As incidence is increased it reaches a point at α ≈ 10◦
where modes 3, 4,and 5 are energised, the activation of several modes results in
an increase in membrane vibration power and the whole wing becoming very
energised. In fact, much more energised than any other LE/TE model studied,
as depicted in figure 3.17(c) . The support natural frequencies are now driving
the whole wing vibration. This is also linked to a decrease in the maximum
mean camber deformation seen in figures 3.3 and 3.4, where there is a decrease
in camber between α = 10◦ and α = 20◦. Furthermore, the study of the
membrane vibrations shows that the highest vibration amplitude is observed
at α = 10◦ and α = 14◦, see figure 3.5. However, the amplitude of vibration
starts to decrease for α = 18◦ and further decreases for α > 20◦.
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– High angles of attack. Figures 3.15(c) and 3.16(c) show that as incidence is
further increased a point is reached at α ≈ 20◦, in which the support modes
are no longer energised and the energy present in the membrane decreases
substantially. This is linked to an increase in membrane camber seen in figure
3.4 which remains constant thereafter.
• 5F Suport
– Low angles of attack, α < 8◦. For this range of incidences figure 3.12(d) shows
an energised band close to the 2nd natural frequency mode of the supports.
Moreover, the dominant frequency of the LE is found to be that of the 2nd nat-
ural frequency mode of the support while the TE dominant frequency coincides
with the 4th natural mode of the support, where some energised band can be
observed. However, it should be noticed that, overall, the energy is noticeably
lower than for the 3F case.
– Mid angles of attack. As incidence is increased energised bands are observed to
coincide with mode 2 of the support. Furthermore, the dominant frequency of
both LE and TE occurs at the same frequency as the 2nd mode of the support.
In summary, both figures 3.13(d) and 3.14(d) show that the membrane energy is
seen to concentrate at frequencies close to the 2nd natural mode of the support.
– High angles of attack. As incidence further increases it reaches a point at
α ≈ 20◦ in which the support modes are no longer energised due to the dominant
frequencies of the membrane vibration laying outside of the support modes
frequency range.
In general, it has been seen that the membrane becomes independent of the ge-
ometry support for high angles of attack. Mainly because the membrane vibration
frequencies shift away from the natural frequency modes of the support. This is in
line with the findings that will be presented in chapter 4 where it is found that the
that the vortex shedding vibration becomes geometry independent for high angles
of attack.
• 3R Suport
– Low angles of attack, α < 10◦. In this instance, as shown in figure 3.12(a), the
membrane although having less energy than the one observed in the flat cases is
still more energised than the 5R case. The energised frequencies however do not
correlate with any of the natural frequency modes of the support. Nonetheless,
as incidence increases the high energy regions move towards the same frequency
as the 1st natural mode of the support.
– Mid angles of attack. Figure 3.13(a) shows that at α = 10◦ the dominant
vibration frequency of the membrane corresponds to the 1st natural frequency
mode of the support in vacuum. Moreover, a trend can be seen by which for
round cases the energise membrane vibration frequencies tend to be greater
than 1, i.e. Stm > 1, whereas for flat LE/TE models the membrane dominant
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frequencies where mainly smaller than 1, i.e. Stm < 1. This can be due to the
natural frequencies of the supports driving the membrane vibration to their
natural frequencies of vibration. Note that for the flat cases the first three
natural frequency modes are smaller than St = 1, while for the round LE/TE
the first three modes lay at St > 1.
– High angles of attack. The whole membrane is energised, but the range of
frequencies as well as the maximum energy decrease as incidence keeps increase,
as demonstrated by comparing figures 3.15(a) and 3.16(a). Moreover, in figure
3.15(a) a small energised band can be seen throughout the whole chord can be
seen for the frequency coinciding with the 1st natural frequency mode of the
supports, yet it does not appear in figure 3.16(a).
• 5R Suport
– Low angles of attack. For α < 10◦ the frequency of vibration of the membrane
lays far away from the natural frequencies of the LE/TE support in vacuum.
Hence, there is no interaction.
– Mid angles of attack. As incidence increases the membrane becomes more ener-
gised but the vibrations still occur at frequencies which are noticeably different
from the natural modes of the supports.
– High angles of attack. The membrane is fully energised as it enters stall, as
opposed to the flat cases, yet the frequencies at which it vibrates do not lie
close to the natural frequency of vibration of the support, hence no interaction
is present.
It should be noted that if the leading- and trailing-edge are out of phase the vibration of
the supports will contribute to increase the local angle of incidence of the membrane wing.
This out-of-phase supports vibration phenomena can either increase ∆α or decrease it and
may completely alter the behaviour of the wing. In all, it can be seen that the more rigid
round geometries experience less support vibration interaction than the flat ones and that
a decrease in size of the supports results in an increase in the amplitude and coupling of
the support vibration with the membrane. Chapter 4 will detail the wake characteristics
of these membrane aerofoils and the influence of the leading- and trailing-edge supports
on the wake flow structure, bringing light into how the membrane and the vortex shedding
frequency interact.
The effect of resonant vibration modes of leading- and trailing-edge supports on the mem-
brane deformation can be further examined by carrying out a detailed comparison between
the different LE/TE geometries. Figure 3.17(a) shows the variation of the reduced fre-
quency of the membrane that has the largest amplitude of deformation (Stm) with angle of
attack for four different leading- and trailing-edge geometries. It can be seen that there is a
substantial effect of the leading- and trailing-edge geometry on the membrane vibrations.
The value of Stm asymptotes to 1 with increasing angle of attack. This indicates that
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once stalled, the membrane vibration becomes similar for all leading- and trailing-edge
geometries.
Figure 3.17(b) depicts the chord-wise position at which Stm occurs. It can be seen that
as angle of attack increases results for all support geometries tend to asymptote to the
same value, x/c = 0.3, which is on the aft half of the wing. This is due to the vortex
shedding frequency dominating the membrane behaviour once stalled, hence, having a
larger effect on the rear part of the aerofoil. The sudden change in chord-wise location of
Stm at low angles of attack for the 5R case is due to the change from an S-shape membrane
deformation to a parabolic-shape deformation. This change in shape can be clearly seen
in figure 3.3(b).
Figure 3.17(c) shows the variation of the peak membrane deformation amplitude (observed
at Stm) with angle of attack. It can be seen that the deflection amplitude at these fre-
quencies are highly dependent on the geometry of the leading- and trailing-edge supports
for 8◦ < α < 20◦. Moreover, by comparing figure 3.11 with figure 3.17(c) it can be seen
that, as the fluid-structure vibration frequency tends to the support resonance frequency,
the premultiplied power peak on the membrane increases. This indicates that the reso-
nance of the supports results in an increase of the amplitude of vibration of the membrane.
This can be clearly appreciated by looking at 3F for 8◦ < α < 16◦. For this case, at the
aforementioned incidence range, figure 3.17(a) shows that the Stm increases from 1.5 to 2
as α is increased; furthermore, figure 3.11 as well as table 3.1 show that the 3rd mode of
the natural frequency of the 3F support occurs at a non-dimensional frequency of around
2, which coincides with that observed on the membrane. Moreover, figure 3.5 shows that
the highest RMS for the 3F case also occur in that region, thus further confirming the
presence of resonance between membrane and support.
It has been showed in figures 3.2 and 3.5 that 3F, as one should expect, is the model
experiencing a higher vibration amplitude. At the same time, as depicted in figure 3.7(a),
3F is the case that experiences the best post-stall lift generation and the second best
efficiency (i.e. L/D) just marginally below 3R. All this suggests that the vibration of
the 3F support might be actually enhancing the flow characteristics, by making it remain
attached and also causing a softer post-stall behaviour. As mentioned earlier, 3R is the
leading- and trailing-edge geometry that displayed a better L/D performance at high
angles of attack, mainly due to its lower drag generation (compared to the flat cases) and
the higher lift generation compared with the 5R.
In all, membrane wings with round leading- and trailing-edges generate less lift but also
less drag than flat ones. Moreover, for a given geometry smaller sections (i.e. 3R and 3F)
tend to generate higher lift than their bigger counterparts (i.e. 5R and 5F), especially at
high angles of attack. Larger leading- and trailing-edges show a bigger increase in drag at
high angles of attack coupled with a lower lift generation with respect to the smaller size
leading- and trailing-edges. Hence, smaller leading- and trailing-edges are more efficient, in
terms of L/D, that bigger ones. Finally, it has been seen that the best L/D ratio is achieved
by each geometry at a different angle of incidence. In particular, flat geometries generate
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Figure 3.17: Variation with angle of attack of the maximum peak frequency, chord position
and premultiplied power spectra of the membrane vibrations.
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more lift with similar drag than their round counterparts for low angles of attack. As the
angle of attack grows, dynamic effects become present, resulting in a dramatic increase in
total drag that jeopardise their membrane aerodynamic performance.
Lastly, results of hot-wire measurements conducted using the same wind tunnel and set
up show that the maximum vortex shedding frequency, Stw, for angles of attack studied
is in the range 0.5 ≤ Stw ≤ 5.2, which is also in the range of the first natural frequencies
of the supports. Moreover, Stw is found to asymptote to a constant value for α ≤ 18◦,
Stw ≈ 0.427. This is the same frequency as the 1st and 2nd characteristic frequency peaks
for 3F and 5F cases, and just slightly higher Stm ≈ 0.48 for the 3R and 5R. Chapter 4
will further analyse the wake structure.
3.6 Concluding remarks
In summary, this chapter has explored the effect that the geometry of the leading- and
trailing-edge supports has on the aeromechanics of membrane wings and shown its impor-
tance. We have limited the study to the rectangular and circular supports, even though
some comparison with aerofoil-shaped supports tested in the literature has also been in-
cluded.
It has been seen that the mean deflection of the membrane is larger when the membrane
is supported by flat (i.e. rectangular cross section) leading- and trailing-edges. Moreover,
it has been seen that the lower bending stiffness of rectangular cross sections results in
noticeable deformations (both static and dynamic) of both supports, especially at high in-
cidences. This, when coupled with the excitation of several natural frequency modes of the
support, results in large amplitude vibrations affecting both supports and the membrane.
Moreover, when the natural frequency modes of the supports are within the frequency
range of the membrane vibration, the former ones drive the latter ones. Hence, the mem-
brane vibration frequency tends to couple with the natural frequency of the supports.
The chord-wise location of the point of maximum camber has been found to be hardly
affected by the angle of attack for parabolically deflected membranes. It was found that
the membrane aerofoils with supports that have a circular cross section exhibit a S-shape
camber deformation for low incidences (i.e. 2◦ ≤ α ≤ 4◦). The structural dynamics of
the leading- and trailing-edge supports have been studied and it has been seen that the
fluid forcing is predominant at higher angles of attack. Moreover, it has been seen that
the natural frequency of vibration of the leading- and trailing-edge supports greatly in-
fluences the vibrations of the membrane and hence highly influences the overall dynamic
performance of the wing. Coupling and resonance are particular strong for the 3F and
5F cases. Two-dimensional spectrograms of the membrane have also been generated and
showed that the 3 mm size leading- and trailing-edges exhibit a more energised membrane
which vibrates at a broader range of frequencies compared to their 5 mm counterparts.
The modes displaced by the membrane as well as its energy content have been found to
increase with angle of attack until reaching its maximum just before entering stall, around
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α = 20◦. For higher incidences, where the wing is stalled, there is a narrowing of the spec-
tra as well as a decrease in energy. The region near the trailing edge has been seen to be
the more energised one for all the geometries. This study suggests that this is due to the
coupling between the vortex shedding as well as the membrane vibration with the natural
frequencies of the trailing edge support but this will be further investigated in Chapter
4. The results have also shown that static bending of the leading- and trailing-edge, if
coupled with an energised mode of the natural frequency of the support, results in large
amplitude vibrations.
Overall, the results show that the details in the construction of the membrane supports,
often overlooked in experimental literature studies and outright neglected in CFD studies
on membrane wing aerodynamics, has a critical impact on its performance. The fun-
damental trade- off between rigidity and aerodynamic performance needs to be always
addressed and the balance for each application needs to be found.
Chapter 4
Aerodynamic Characteristics
This chapter focuses on the effect that the geometry of silver steel supports has on the wake
structures of compliant membranes. Tests are performed at low Reynolds numbers, Re=9×
104, and incidences of 2◦ to 20◦. Hot-wire anemometry, HWA, as well as Particle Image
Velocimetry, PIV, are utilised to explore the effects of four different leading-edge (LE) and
trailing-edge (TE) designs on the performance and wake characteristics of membranes. The
study is divided into two sections: spatial structures and temporal structures. The spatial
analysis is performed utilising both PIV and HWA techniques, thus allowing to cross-
validate the results obtained. The temporal study is conducted only using HWA due to
its higher frequency sampling ability. Results show that the mean wake profile as well as
the mean wake turbulence intensity change quite substantially with the geometry and size
of the LE and TE supports. The LE/TE supports with a round cross-section consistently
provide wider wakes with higher turbulence intensity for low angles of attack; while the
opposite is true for high angles of attack. Furthermore, this increase in RMS as well as
wake size, seen for LE/TE with a rectangular cross-section at high angles of attack, can
be linked to the observed behaviour presented in chapter 3 where the LE/TE supports
with a rectangular cross-section were seen to experience higher membrane vibrations and
resonance vibrations at the supports. In addition, it is found that the vortex shedding
frequency is highly dependant on the LE/TE geometry for low angles of attack while
becoming geometry independent for high angles of attack, especially once the membrane
aerofoil has stalled. In all, this chapter quantifies the impact of the leading- and trailing-
edge support on the wake and provides guidelines for geometry selection for future studies.
4.1 Spatial wake structure
4.1.1 Instantaneous structures
In chapter 2 the PIV set-up details have been discussed. In this chapter the results obtained
using this technique are investigated and the spatial structures present in the wake studied.
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The field of view is of 135 mm×135 mm downstream of the trailing-edge which corresponds
to one chord and captures the main features. The range of incidences studied is 2◦ to 20◦
in increments of 2◦. The calibration method used is a 3rd order polynomial which is able
to correct for arbitrary distortion factors but has limited extrapolation properties, hence
the calibration grid used occupied the full field of view. The flow in all figures is presented
from left to right. The origin of coordinates for all PIV figures is located at the mid-span
of the trailing-edge when the wing is at 0◦ incidence and subject to no incoming flow, i.e.
U∞ = 0. The accuracy in determining the exact position of the mid-span point of the
trailing-edge is ±1/2 pixel which corresponds to ±0.385 mm.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a sample of the instantaneous velocity fields u and v respectively,
captured for α = 10◦, at a chord-based Reynolds number, Re=9 × 104. Clear differences
on the wake shedding patterns can be observed between the cases studied. For instance,
figure 4.1 shows that round geometries show a broader more turbulent wake than flat ones.
This is also seen by comparing figure 4.2(a) with 4.2(c) where the velocity deficit is greater
for the round cases than for the rectangular cross-sectional ones; showing bigger but lesser
vortices for 3R and 5R than for 3F and 5F respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Sample of instantaneous u velocity fields normalised by the free-stream velocity,
U∞. Re=9.4× 104 and α = 10◦ for four different leading- and trailing-edges.
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Figure 4.2: Sample of instantaneous v velocity fields normalised by the free-stream velocity
U∞. Re=9.4× 104 and α = 10◦ for four different leading- and trailing-edges.
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4.1.2 Mean structures
The mean velocity components at the wake, u and v, are obtained from the average over
500 samples captured at a rate of f=1.04 Hz. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively depict the
vector fields for α = 10◦ and chord-based Re=9× 104.
In order to validate the number of samples captured a convergency test on the mean
velocity fields as well as on the fluctuating velocities was performed. Figure 4.5 shows the
average velocity for different image counts for a sample of five points chosen to be within
the wake deficit area so as to ensure that convergence was reached at the point where the
highest fluctuations exist. The 3F case at 20◦ was the case chosen as it is the one with
the highest turbulence and hence can represent the worst case scenario.
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Figure 4.3: Mean u velocity field normalised by the free-stream velocity U∞ = 10m/s.
Re=9.4× 104 and α = 10◦ for four different leading- and trailing-edges.
Observing figure 4.3 it can be seen that for a constant freestream velocity and angle of
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Figure 4.4: Mean v velocity fields normalised by the free-stream velocity U∞ = 10m/s.
Re=9.4× 104 and α = 10◦ for four different leading- and trailing-edges.
attack noticeable disparities exist between the four cases studied. The downwash angle,
the maximum wake deficit, the dissipation rate, the size of the wake... are all affected by
the geometry of the leading- and trailing-edges. This is discussed next.
In order to better compare the evolution of the mean wake with angle of attack, a location
is chosen, one chord length downstream, where the mean wake profile is evaluated. A
comparison of the mean wake profiles is then plotted in figure 4.6. Furthermore, to ease
the comparison of the most relevant values, figure 4.7 is presented where the maximum
wake deficit point as well as its location are shown as a function of angle of attack for
the four cases studied. Clear differences in wake size, maximum velocity deficit and wake
evolution with angle of attack between the four LE/TE geometries studied are observed.
In general terms figure 4.6 depicts that the wakes from the models with a round cross-
section LE/TE are wider than the wakes created by the rectangular cross-section LE/TE
models. Moreover, wakes form round cross-sectional LE/TE models incur a greater down-
wash angle while these from rectangular cross-sectional LE/TE models dissipate at a
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Figure 4.5: Convergence of mean velocity field as well as fluctuating velocity for 3F at
α = 20◦ and Re= 9.4× 104.
slower rate. Furthermore, the behaviour of the mean profile wake with angle of attack of
the models with a rectangular cross-section LE/TE can be divided into three regions: low
α, mid α and high α. While for models with a round cross-section LE/TE the evolution of
the mean wake profile over the range of angles of attack studied displays different patterns
than those observed for the LE/TE with rectangular cross-section, especially for low angles
of attack where the round geometry cross-section results in a more moderate flow sym-
metry breaking between the upper and lower surfaces than the rectangular cross-section
geometries.
In order to gain a detailed insight on the mean wake behaviour a specific wake analysis
for each LE/TE geometry studied is performed and is discussed next:
• 3mm flat support (3F)
– Figure 4.6(c) shows that for the 3F case the low α region expands from 2◦ to
8◦. Within this region the wake is seen to increase steadily in size with α and
the maximum wake deficit point to displace almost linearly downwards as the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of mean wake profiles obtained one chord length downstream, for
angles of attack of 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦ and four different leading- and trailing-
edges. Grey shade decreases with angle of attack.
incidence is increased, see figure 4.7. It should be noted that this behaviour is
consistent with the results presented in chapter 3, where it has been seen that
the mean camber deformation increases at a high rate with angle of attack, in
what can be called the ’ballooning’ region (see section 3.2 and figure 3.3(c)).
The assumed flow behaviour over the membrane wing is depicted in figure
4.8(a). The lift is also seen to increase linearly and at a high rate, see figure
3.7(a). This is because the flow remains attached over the wing and the wake
is dominated by the trailing-edge vortex shedding. As we increase the angle of
attack the trailing-edge displaces downwards and so does the maximum wake
deficit point.
– As incidence is further increased the mid α range, 10◦ to 16◦, is reached. Dur-
ing this region the mean camber deflection increase is minimal, because the
membrane has stiffened due to the high deflections already experienced, see
section 3.2 and figure 3.3(c). The lift slope also decreases (see figure 3.7(a)).
This change is also seen in the mean wake profiles which increase in width
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Figure 4.7: Mean wake characteristics variation with incidence for Re= 9.4× 104.
and maximum wake deficit at a substantially higher rate. During this region
the maximum wake deficit point starts to displace linearly upwards because the
separation point moves at a faster rate towards the leading-edge, creating wider
more energised wakes. Hence, the wake is now dominated by the vortex shed at
the separation point; consequently, displacing the maximum wake deficit point
upwards.The expected behaviour of the flow over the membrane wing has been
sketched in figure 4.8(b)
– At α ≥ 16◦ the third and final range is reached, high α range. The aerofoil is
now fully stalled. This is corroborated by the increase in mean camber and the
change in the maximum camber point location 3.3(c). The lift is seen to flat-
ten out displaying stall characteristics, see figure 3.7(a). Meanwhile, the wake
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experiences a sudden increase of the maximum wake deficit as well as a notice-
able broadening. The maximum wake deficit point displaces further upwards
due to the wake being dominated by vortices being shed from the leading-edge.
Figure 4.8(c) shows the expected flow behaviour over the membrane wing at
this incidence range.
Separated ﬂow
(a) Low α.
Separated ﬂow
(b) Mid α.
Separated ﬂow
(c) High α.
Figure 4.8: Sketch showing the expected flow behaviour over a membrane wing with flat
LE/TE for different angles of attack.
• 5mm flat support (5F)
A very similar behaviour is observed for the 5F case, see figure 4.6(d), although the
transitional points between the three ranges, low α, mid α and high α, occur at lower
angles of attack:
– For 2◦ to 6◦ the wake increases steadily with the incidence as the maximum
wake deficit point moves downwards. Figure 3.3(d) also depicts a high mean
membrane displacement, and 3.7(a) a high lift-curve-slope. Confirming that
the wake is being dominated by the vortices shed from the trailing-edge.
– As α increases the separation point starts moving towards the leading-edge;
hence, the wake becomes wider and dominated by the vortices shed from the
separation point resulting in the maximum wake deficit point remaining fairly
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constant. During the mid α range, 8◦ to 12◦, the membrane deflection increase
is small and the lift-curve slope decreases.
– A further increase in incidence results in a transition phase in which the flow
is separating at, or very close to, the leading-edge resulting in the leading-edge
vortex shedding becoming more important; consequently, the wake broadens
and the maximum wake deficit point displaces upwards. For α ≥ 18◦ the wing
is fully stalled, with the wake becoming even broader and the maximum wake
deficit point moving further upwards, see figure4.6(d). Figure 3.7(a) displays a
clear decrease in lift generation and figure 3.3(d), shows a camber increase and
a change of the maximum point of camber, both characteristic signs of stalled
membrane aerofoils.
• 3mm round support (3R)
– Figure 4.6(a) shows that for low angles of attack, α = 2◦, 3R experiences a
wider wake than for α = 4◦. Moreover, figure 3.3(a) shows that for α = 2◦ an
S-shape mean camber was observed while for 4◦ the mean camber deformation
becomes more parabolic. Hence, leading to believe that the noticeable difference
between the wake generated at α = 2◦ and at α = 4◦ is due to the difference
in mean camber shape as well as membrane vibrations. Consequently, for α =
2◦ the maximum wake deficit point is situated at higher location than what
would be if the wake was solely dominated by the trailing-edge vortex shedding.
This results in a sudden displacement of the maximum wake deficit location
downwards between α = 2◦ and α = 4◦.
– From 4◦ to 8◦ the maximum wake deficit moves downward as the incidence
increase whilst the mean membrane deflection increases linearly at a high rate.
The wake is dominated by the TE vortex shedding. Thus, displaying very
similar characteristics as those seen on the low α range described for flat cases.
However, models with a round support cross-section generate broader wakes
and maximum wake deficit points, higher than the models with a rectangular
cross-section (see figure 4.7).
– If α is further increased, 10◦ to 14◦, figure 4.6(a) shows an increase in wake
width as well as an upwards displacement of the maximum wake deficit point
due to the increase in the strength of the vortices being shed from the separation
point. However, for 16◦ ≤ α ≤ 18◦, the wake reduces in size and the maximum
wake deficit point moves downwards. This phenomena can be explained by
looking at figure 3.17(c), which shows that the peak of membrane vibrations
for the 3R case occurs at α = 10◦ and it is still very high for α = 14◦, while it
decreases afterwards. Moreover, as described in section 3.5, during this period
the membrane vibrations are seen to lie very close to the natural frequencies of
the support increasing the likelihood of the whole wing resonating. The high
amplitude vibrations caused by the resonating aerofoil would result in a wider
wake and a movement of the maximum deficit point upwards due to the LE
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being also enhanced in the resonant behaviour. As incidence is further increased
the maximum wake deficit point is seen to move downwards again indicating
that the wing has come out of resonance and the wake is again dominated by
the trailing-edge vortex shedding.
– For α ≥ 20◦ the wing is fully stalled with the wake being dominated by the
leading-edge shed vortices, the wake broadens and the maximum wake deficit
point displaces further upwards. In figure 3.7(a) we saw that the lift at this
angle of attack flattens out as expected for membrane wing stall.
• 5mm round support (5R)
For the 5R case, see figure 4.6(b), the mean profile wake at low incidences is the
largest of all the cases studied. This is due to the size of the LE/TE cross-section
which results in separation being present at the leading-edge mount which may be
dominant for low angles of attack. Hence, as seen in section 3.2, a slower symmetry
breaking takes place giving rise to higher deflections towards the trailing-edge that
move upstream at a more moderate rate as angle of attack increases. This membrane
displacement results in very wide wakes even for small angles of attack (2◦ to 6◦)
and for mid range incidences (8◦ to 12◦). Figure 4.9(a) depicts the expected flow
behaviour over the membrane wing at low angles of attack, i.e. 2◦ to 6◦, and figure
4.9(b) depicts the predicted behaviour for incidences between 8◦ to 12◦.
As α increases from 6◦ to 8◦ the maximum wake deficit location experiences a sudden
jump downwards due to the wake being now dominated by the trailing-edge vortex
shedding rather than the leading-edge one. The flow reattaches after the LE due to
the membrane mean camber increase, i.e. membrane ballooning. The wake width is
conserved as both leading-edge vortices and trailing-edge vortices are still present,
but its dominance has been shifted. Moreover, figure 4.9(c) elucidates the assumed
flow behaviour for high angles of attack, i.e. α > 12◦.
Finally, another interesting phenomena can be observed by analysing the mean profile
wakes at 20◦ for all four LE/TE geometries studied. Figure 4.10 shows that the rectangular
cross-section LE/TE cases exhibit a much bigger wake with a larger turbulent area and a
larger wake deficit than their round counterparts. At α = 20◦ it has been shown that the
wing has stalled in all the cases studied. Hence, the differences in strength and size cannot
be due to the disparities in the flow breaking symmetry between upper and lower surface
at the LE induced by the different cross-sectional geometries used (i.e. rectangular and
round). We argue that these differences are caused by the support vibrations discussed
in section 3.5 where it has been shown that the supports, especially the flat ones, enter
resonance. The wings supported by flat leading- and trailing-edges experience higher
vibrations, in strength and amplitude, which result in its mean wake being bigger and
wider.
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Figure 4.9: Sketch showing the expected flow behaviour over a membrane wing with round
LE/TE for different angles of attack.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of mean wakes profiles obtained one chord length downstream
for four different LE/TE at α = 20◦ .
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4.1.3 Wake fluctuations
It has been seen that the membrane and support vibrations can influence the mean wake,
in order to better characterise this influence the flow fluctuations with respect to the
mean are studied by analysing the turbulence intensity (u′/u), where u′ are the velocity
fluctuations with respect to the mean and u is the horizontal component of the mean
velocity. Figures 4.11 shows magnitude of fluctuating velocity and figure 4.12 depicts
the mean RMS. The mean has been obtained as before, by averaging over 500 samples
captured at a rate of f=1.04 Hz.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the magnitude of fluctuating velocity for four different leading-
and trailing-edges at angles of attack α 10◦.
Both figures 4.11 and 4.12 display clear differences in the wake structures due to the
change in the LE/TE geometry. It can be seen that the fluctuations are greater and
affect a greater area for the cases with a round LE/TE. Moreover, the dissipation of the
fluctuations is seen to be faster for the bigger geometries than for the smaller ones.
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Figure 4.12: Mean wake RMS comparison for four different leading- and trailing-edges at
α = 10◦.
In order to better qualify and quantify the observed differences, an analysis of the evolution
with angle of attack of the turbulence intensity is required. Consequently, the mean
turbulence intensity is found at a fixed downstream location, one chord length downstream,
for each angle of attack studied, 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦. The results are depicted
in figure 4.13. The resulting figures give a clear qualitative overview of the evolution of
the wake fluctuations with angle of attack; nonetheless, in order to ease the quantitative
analysis, detailed plots of the evolution of relevant values, such as maximum turbulence
intensity, location of the maximum turbulence intensity, etc., with angle of attack are
also presented in figure 4.14. Therefore, to attain the maximal breadth in the turbulence
intensity analysis figure 4.13 and 4.14 need to be jointly analysed.
Firstly, the evolution with angle of attack of the maximum turbulence intensity position,
figure 4.14(d), is analysed as it clearly shows which vortex shedding system is dominating
the wake. If the wake is dominated by TE vortex shedding the turbulence intensity posi-
tion travels downwards with angle of attack because the TE is displaced downwards as the
wing changes incidence. As the separation point moves towards the LE, the wake broadens
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Figure 4.13: Mean wake RMS of the horizontal velocity component one chord length
downstream for incidences 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦ for four different leading- and
trailing-edges at α = 10◦.
upwards but the if dominated by the TE vortex shedding the maximum turbulence in-
tensity position remains fairly constant. The fact that the maximum turbulence intensity
position also displaces upwards indicates that the wake is no longer dominated by the TE
vortex shedding but by the vortices shed at the LE separation point. Thus, explaining the
V-shaped trend depicted in figure 4.14(d). Accordingly, two different regimes can clearly
be delimited due to the differences in vortex shedding characteristics: low angles of attack
α . 10 and mid to high angles of attack, α & 10◦.
It is interesting to note that the mid range point, figure 4.14(d), does not coincide with
the location of the maximum turbulence intensity. This shows that although the wake
position might be fairly constant the fluctuations within the wake vary substantially.
Low angles of attack In this regime the models with round LE/TE shed wakes with
higher turbulence intensity and over a wider area than their rectangular counterparts
as seen by comparing figures 4.13(c) and 4.13(d) with 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) respectively.
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Moreover, figure 4.14(c) shows that flat supports exhibit a shallow rate of increase of
the turbulence intensity while round LE/TE cases display a constant turbulence intensity
value. During the low incidence regime the size of the support it is not seen to affect
the maximum turbulence intensity value, figure 4.14(c), whereas the support’s geometry
variation does indeed result in noticeable differences, remaining always higher for the round
LE/TE models. The lower turbulence intensity recorded for the rectangular cross-section
LE/TE at low angles of attack compared to the round cross-section LE/TE models may
be due to the differences in flow symmetry breaking at the leading-edge which, as seen
before, greatly affect both the membrane vibrations and the mean camber as well as the
mean wake profile. Note that this low turbulence intensity α range corresponds to the
high lift, high mean camber deflection region described earlier.
Moreover, figure 4.14(a) which shows the range affected by a turbulence intensity above
0.08, allows us to quantify the wake’s spatial evolution with incidence. In particular,
showing that the wake is wider for the cases with a round cross-section when at low
incidences.
Finally, especial attention should be drawn to model 5R, figure 4.13(b), which is seen
to experience high turbulence intensity at very low angles of attack, α < 6◦ due to LE
separation caused by the 5R acting like a bluff body. Then slight decrease in RMS is seen
from 6◦ to 10◦ due to the decrease in LE separation as incidence is increased. This is also
seen in figure 4.14(a). The wake’s area decrease for low angles of attack 2◦ to 6◦ due to the
transition from LE vortex shedding dominated wakes to TE vortex shedding dominated
wakes. Then it remains constant for incidences between 6◦ and 14◦. Note that the same
behaviour, but less pronounced, is seen for the 3R model.
Mid-to-high angles of attack In this regime the models with rectangular supports
exhibit a drastic increase in turbulence intensity developing a wider more energised wake
than those produced by the models with round supports, figure 4.13. This sudden increase
in the turbulence intensity for the rectangular cross-section models at α ≈ 10◦ may be
linked to the phenomena detailed in section 3.5, where it has been seen that for incidences
α & 10◦ noticeable support vibration appear which consequently increases the vibration of
the membrane resulting in a higher turbulence intensity, and wider wakes. This phenomena
is less pronounced when the membrane is supported by a round cross-section LE/TE.
Figures 4.13 also show that for this incidence regime the rate of downward displacement
is much higher for the flat cases than for the round cases.
For α ≥ 10◦ the turbulence intensity increases substantially for all geometries studied.
However, while the cases with rectangular cross-section LE/TE keep behaving in a very
similar manner the models subjected with round LE/TE show noticeable differences be-
tween one another. Figure 4.14(c) shows that 5R case greatly increases for 10◦ < α < 14◦
levelling off thereafter, most likely due to the wing entering stall as demonstrated in figure
4.14(a) where for α ≥ 14 a noticeable increase in wake area occurs to then remain constant
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thereafter. 3R has a similar behaviour but the recorded maximum intensity is lower than
for the 5R case.
Comparing the two models with round LE/TE, 3R and 5R, (figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b)),
it can be seen that, in general terms, a bigger support results in wider area affected by
the turbulence intensity. If the two flat geometries are now compared it can be seen that
for α ≥ 8◦ the intensity is higher for the 3F than for the 5F and the increase in the area
affected by the velocity fluctuations augments steadily for both flat cases (figures 4.13(c)
and 4.13(d)). Therefore, suggesting that the geometry of the LE/TE has a bigger impact
than the size of the support onto the wake turbulence intensity.
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Figure 4.14: Wake Mean RMS characteristics for four different leading- and trailing-
edges at angles of attack from 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦, measured one chord length
downstream.
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4.1.4 Cross validation: HWA versus PIV results
In section 4.2 we will look at the temporal information using hot-wire anamometry. Prior
to that, and in order to validate the experimental results obtained using both PIV and
HWA, a cross-validation is performed. To do so the mean wakes are analysed at a down-
stream location of 130 mm from the TE of the membrane wing, i.e. one chord length
downstream, for angles of attack from 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦. Figure 4.15 depicts a
sample of cases comparing u results obtained using both HWA and PIV one chord length
downstream of the trailing-edge for α = 6◦ and Re= 9.4× 104.
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Figure 4.15: Wake profile one chord length downstream for α = 6◦ for four different
leading- and trailing-edges comparing the results obtained with PIV and HWA.
It should be noted that the results presented in figure 4.15 correspond to two different
experimental set-ups and are therefore not fully comparable. This is particularly relevant
in the vertical location of the wake, since the HWA and the PIV tests were performed using
two different reference frames. The data has been aligned with respect to the maximum
wake deficit point. Hence, although utmost care was taken to replicate the conditions and
set-up, the position of the vertical position of the wing when mounted in the wind tunnel
cannot be guaranteed to be the same.
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4.1.5 Vorticity
Instantaneous vorticity
The vorticity present in the flow is also calculated in order to bring more insight on the
wake structure.
Figure 4.16 to 4.18 show samples of instant vorticity plots for incidences 2◦, 10◦ and 20◦,
for the different leading- and trailing-edges studied at a Reynolds number of Re= 9× 104.
These incidences have been chosen as a sample representation of low, mid and high α
range, respectively. It can already be seen that for α = 2◦ and α = 10◦ the streaks in the
flat cases are more defined and they do not mix as much as in the round cases, whereas
for α = 20◦ the flat wakes exhibit more vorticity and mixing than the round ones. When
looking at the effect of size for a given geometry it can be seen that for round LE/TE,
regardless of the incidence, larger supports result in larger vorticity fields and in a mixing
increase. However, for flat LE/TE the effect of support size changes with incidence. For
small-to-mid angles of attack a smaller support results in a more diffuse wake and broader
vorticity field, figures 4.16 and 4.17; while for high angles of attack, figure 4.18, larger
supports result in larger more mixed wakes.
Mean vorticity
The mean vorticity is found as in the prior sections by averaging over 500 samples captured
at a rate of f=1.04 Hz. The results are depicted for the different LE/TE in figures 4.19 to
4.21.The same angles of attack as before 2◦, 10◦ and 20◦, representing low α range, mid
α range and high α range respectively, are shown.
For all cases, figures 4.19 to 4.21, it can be seen that the geometry of the leading- and
trailing-edge has indeed an effect on the vorticity, more so than a change in size for a given
geometry. Furthermore, despite the angle of attack two clear streaks are visible: one due
to the LE vortex shedding and one due to the TE vortex shedding.
Comparison between 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 indicates that, as expected, vorticity increases
with angle of attack. The images also show that a downward shift is experienced by
the wake as incidence is increased; increase in angle of attack is also seen to result in
broadening of the wake. Below each incidence range is analysed individually,
Low angles of attack. Figure 4.19 shows that round geometry supports have wider,
more disperse, vorticity bands (both upper and lower, than the rectangular cross-section
supports. Moreover, the vortex shedding is clearly asymmetric begin more energised at
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Figure 4.16: Instant vorticity for α = 2◦ and Re=9 × 104 for four different leading- and
trailing-edges.
the upper surface than at the lower one. This is coherent with the findings in sections
4.1.2 and 4.1.3, whereby the wake for round LE/TE was found to be dominated by LE
vortex shedding due to its LE acting like a bluff body and inducing separation.
Figure 4.19 also shows that for both rectangular and round geometries the intensity of
the vortex shedding increases with the size of the support although the increase is more
noticeable for the rectangular case. In addition, the energy dissipation is seen to be faster
for the round geometries than for the flat ones, this is especially noticeable for x/c > 0.8.
where in both figures 4.19(c) and 4.19(d) the vorticity band is more coherent than in
figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b).
The distance between the mid point of the upper and lower vorticity streaks one chord
length downstream has also been measured. For low angles of attack round geometries
have greater separation by around 17% of the chord length while flat cases were separated
by around 10%. The distance between the LE and TE vorticity streaks did not vary with
cross-section size.
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Figure 4.17: Instant vorticity for α = 10◦ and Re=9× 104 for four different leading- and
trailing-edges.
Mid angles of attack As incidence is increased it becomes even more apparent that the
vortex dissipation is much slower for the flat cases, showing high vorticity over a larger wake
length, figure 4.20. This might be due to the very thin cross-section of the flat geometries
resulting in a higher vorticity concentration than for the larger, 3-fold and 5-fold, round
geometries. In addition, the vortex shedding becomes more symmetric, especially for the
round cases. However, and especially for rectangular cross-section models, the vorticity
due to the TE vortex shedding is now greater than that caused by the LE vortex shedding.
As seen for the low angles of attack the distance between the upper and lower vortex streaks
is not affected by the size of the support but it is indeed affected by the geometry. During
this regime the separation for round cases is of 22% while for flat cases is of 17%. It can
be seen that the difference has been reduced by 2% with respect to the one observed for
low angles of attack.
High angles of attack Figure 4.21 show that at α = 10◦ deep stall has been reached
for all the cases studied. The upper vorticity band caused by the LE vortex shedding is
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Figure 4.18: Instant vorticity for α = 20◦ and Re=9× 104 for four different leading- and
trailing-edges.
now dominating the wake. Moreover, differences in the upper vorticity band exist between
round and flat geometries, the band is wider and more disperse for flat geometries than
for round ones; hence, depicting a difference in the nature of the flow separation at the
leading-edge; being more abrupt for flat geometries than for round ones due to their smaller
thickness. Additionally, the vorticity is more concentrated on the round cases resulting
in narrower wakes, which is in agreement with section 4.1.2 and figure 4.10. Note that
TE vorticity band expands from a localised point (corresponding to the trailing-edge)
regardless of the geometry utilised.
Finally, the distance between streaks is found to dramatically increase once the wing
has entered deep stall, for all cases. However, the increase is more substantial for flat
geometries, 40% and 44% for 3F and 5F respectively. While round cases have a separation
of 25% and 29% respectively. It should be noticed that the differences for a given geometry
shape but different size become more apparent being of about 4% in both flat and round
LE/TE.
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Figure 4.19: Mean vorticity for α = 2◦ and Re=9 × 104 for four different leading- and
trailing-edges.
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Figure 4.20: Mean vorticity for α = 10◦ and Re=9 × 104 for four different leading- and
trailing-edges.
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Figure 4.21: Mean vorticity for α = 20◦ and Re=9 × 104 for four different leading- and
trailing-edges.
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4.2 Temporal structures
Wake spectra analysis
Hot-wire anemometry scans were used to obtain the spectral characteristics of the wake.
The scan was performed on 49 nodes separated 2 mm from one another over a distance
of 98 mm. The sampling rate was of 6 kHz filtered at 3 kHz. The hot-wire scans were
performed for incidences between 2◦ and 20◦ in increments of 2◦ degrees at a chord based
Reynolds number of Re=9× 104.
Firstly, a vertical location was chosen, (y/c = −0.2), and the spectra of the velocity
fluctuations was found at that point for four different leading- and trailing-edge geometries
and a range of incidences. Figure 4.22 shows the normalised power spectra, Φ × St/U∞,
versus the normalised frequency, St = fc/U∞, of a range of incidences for a given LE/TE
geometry.
However, this traditional plotting technique is restrictive, only allowing the analysis of
one vertical location at a time. Nonetheless, these allow us to isolate some characteristic
differences between the different geometries. For example, by comparing figure 4.22(a)
with 4.22(c) and 4.22(b) with 4.22(d) it can be seen that round edges produce narrower
higher peaks, whereas flat geometries produce broader smaller peaks. It can also be seen
that the reduced frequency at which the peaks occur is greatly affected by the geometry.
Figure 4.23 shows the reduced frequency, St, at which the peaks occur for a range of angles
of attack. The figure also includes the curves for Stα = 0.16 and Stα = 0.22, 4.1. The
modified version of the Strouhal number, Stα, has been included in order to be able to
compare our results with those of previous studies by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010b) as well
as with those of flat plates and thin aerofoils. It should be noted that the definition of
Stα is based on the horizontal distance between the leading- and trailing-edges, that is,
Stα =
fcsinα
U∞
(4.1)
and has been often used in literature (Fage and Johansen, 1987; Rojratsirikul et al., 2010a).
Moreover, it has been reported to be constant and within the range 0.16 ≥ Stα ≥ 0.22
for flat plates and thin aerofoils Stα (Fage and Johansen, 1987; Vlachos et al., 2005;
Abernathy, 1962).
The vortex shedding frequency at high α has been found to collapse between 0.4 ≤ St ≤
0.6, which is slightly higher than the results presented by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010b).
For example, at α = 20◦ the percentage difference between the results presented in this
paper and the data by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010b) is ±10% depending on the leading- and
trailing-edge geometry compared. This suggests that this difference is due to the different
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Figure 4.22: Wake normalised spectra at vertical location y/c = −0.2 for angles of attack
from 2◦ to 20◦ in increments of 2◦ and four different leading- and trailing-edges. Grey
shade decreases with angle of attack.
leading- and trailing-edge geometries used in the studies. The results obtained for high α,
especially for the 5F geometry, are within the bounds for rigid aerofoils Stα = 0.16− 0.22,
depicted as dotted grey lines in figure 4.23. This indicates that at high angles of attack the
membrane has the shedding characteristics of a fully stalled rigid aerofoil. Throughout the
whole α range studied, the 5F has been the geometry which has shown the most similar
behaviour to that of flat plates. Moreover, it should be noted that the trend mismatch
seen at angles of attack of 6◦ and 10◦ for the 5F case is due to the existence of several,
close valued, energy peaks. The average value of these peak frequencies better fits the
general asymptotic trend.
Figure 4.23 also shows that for a small α the vortex shedding is highly dependant on the
leading- and trailing-edge geometry (differences of over 90% between different geometries)
whilst for high incidences the wake’s reduced frequency becomes geometry independent.
Furthermore, for low angles of attack 5R has the lowest St, being noticeably different from
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Figure 4.23: Variation with α of the peak reduced frequency, St of the wake .
the rest of supports studied. This marked difference it due to the LE acting like a bluff
body an creating a separation bubble at the LE.
In order to better compare the spectral characteristics of the wakes, the pre-multiplied
energy is plotted as a function of both Strouhal number and vertical location. This results
in a 2D spectrogram in which the x-axis is the Strouhal number and y-axis is the vertical
location in the wake. This type of plot allows us to compare the spectral content across
different vertical locations simultaneously.
Furthermore, in order to be able to compare the wake behaviour with the membrane and
support dynamics, the plots contain a series of grey scale lines depicting the first 3 to 5
modes, depending on the case, of the corresponding LE/TE support. These modes are
extracted from table 3.1.
Figure 4.24 depicts the evolution of the maximum spectral power with incidence while
figures 4.25 to 4.27 show the 2D spectrogram for different leading- and trailing-edge ge-
ometries and angles of attack. Note that the plots have been normalised by their local
maximum power. Clear differences can be observed for the different leading- and trailing-
edge geometries. Not only the predominant frequency is different but also the type of
peak, distinct or broad, and its location in the vertical direction.
It can clearly be seen that the overall energy displayed is greater and broader for the round
geometries albeit the actual peaks are broader for the flat cases and very narrow banded
for the round cases. Furthermore, as expected twin peaks are observed due to two distinct
vortex bands, one shed from the leading-edge, the higher peak, and the other from the
trailing-edge, the lower peak. More specifically, by comparing figures 4.25(a) to 4.27(a)
with figures 4.25(b) to 4.27(b) it can be seen that the 5R profile has the most energised
wake. Overall, figures 4.25 to 4.27 show that the wakes produced by the 5 mm geometries
are more energised than their 3 mm counterparts. Moreover, the wakes produced by round
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leading- and trailing-edges are broader than those produced by their corresponding flat
geometries. In addition, a dramatic wake broadening and energy increase is seen for all
geometries around 14◦, although it occurs at slightly different angles of attack depending
on the profile geometry. This sudden broadening and energising of the wake is consistent
with the wake profile shapes, the maximum wake deficit value and the maximum RMS
value shown in figures 4.7, 4.7(b), 4.14(c).
It should also be noticed that, especially for the flat LE/TE cases, the natural frequencies
of the support in vacuum lay on the same frequency range as the wake vortex shedding
frequencies. Hence, the wake will energise these frequencies and could induce support
resonance, as it was found in chapter 3. In the light of these findings, a closer comparison
between the membrane vibrations, the support vibration and the wake vortex shedding
results is developed in section ??.
Finally, note that the peak power increases with α, as shown in figure 4.24. However, flat
geometries display a greater increase than round ones especially 3F for angles of attack
of 8◦ < α < 16◦. It is also in this incidence range that the differences in peak frequency
between the models tested are most noticeable.
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Figure 4.24: Variation with α of the wake peak power spectral density.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 4.25: Wake spectra contour for α = 2◦ for four different leading- and trailing-edges.
Vertical lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequencies.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 4.26: Wake spectra contour for α = 14◦ for four different leading- and trailing-
edges.Vertical lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequencies.
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(a) 3R (b) 5R
(c) 3F (d) 5F
Figure 4.27: Wake spectra contour for α = 20◦ for four different leading- and trailing-
edges. Vertical lines show the estimate range for the support natural frequencies.
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4.3 Membrane and Wake coupling
Results so far have shown that the natural frequencies of the LE/TE supports in vac-
uum for the first 5 modes are within the range of frequencies excited by the membrane
vibration as well as the ones excited by wake vortex shedding at the wake. Hence, in-
dicating that three-way coupling might be occurring. Thus, a direct comparison of the
three elements, support, membrane and wake, is presented. In order to attain this com-
parison plots in this section will be shown in aligned pairs. The LHS plot will depict the
membrane vibration spectra, with the x-axis being the chord-wise location and the y-axis
the non-dimensionalised frequency, St. Furthermore, the plot will incorporate two black
dots corresponding to the leading-edge and the trailing-edge dominant frequencies. The
figure will also contain a set of grey scale lines corresponding to the analytical natural
frequencies of the support in vacuum; decreasing grey scale with increasing mode number.
On the other hand, the RHS plot will depict the wake spectra, with the x-axis being the
vertical location and the y-axis the non-dimensionalised frequency, St. The plot will also
include the a set of grey lines depicting the natural frequencies of the support in vacuum;
decreasing grey scale with increasing mode number. It should be noted that the spectra
plots have different colour scales so that the peaks can be easily visualised.
4.3.1 3mm Flat Support
Figures 4.28 to 4.32 show the evolution of the frequency spectra for the membrane and
the wake of the 3mm Flat support. Emphasis is made on the results for the mid α
range, where the interaction is found to be most noticeable. Three different trends can be
observed depending on the angle of attack:
• Low angles of attack, α < 8◦. Figure 4.28 shows the spectra for α = 2◦. It can
be seen that the leading-edge dominant frequency is aligned with the 1st natural
frequency mode of the support; whereas the dominant TE frequency is very close
to the 2nd natural mode. Furthermore, the membrane spectra shows two energised
bands, one aligned with the TE peak frequency and another one aligned with the
vortex shedding dominant frequency. Which is in turn within the range of the 4th
natural mode of the support. This tends to indicate that interaction is present
between the support, the membrane and the wake and that both the membrane
vibrations as well as the vortex shedding could be energising the natural frequency
modes of the supports.
• Mid angles of attack, 8◦ ≤ α ≤ 18◦. Figure 4.29 shows that as incidence is increased
the LE peak frequency becomes aligned with the 4th natural frequency mode of the
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(a) 3F Membrane Spectra (b) 3F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.28: Wake and membrane spectra contour for α = 2◦ for 3F LE/TE. Vertical lines
show the estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from
left to right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
support. Note that this is the mode that was being energised by the membrane
vibration at lower angles of attack. On the other hand, the TE dominant frequency
coincides with the 3rd natural mode of the supports. Moreover, the membrane vi-
brations and the vortex shedding dominant frequencies are highly energised at these
frequencies. Hence, demonstrating a clear interaction and highly possible resonance.
For α = 10◦ the frequency range energised by the membrane vibration is the same
as the range energised by the vortex shedding at the wake. Moreover, the domi-
nant frequencies at the wake coincide with the 3rd natural frequency mode of the
support. Note that for this case the membrane is also highly energised at the fre-
quencies corresponding to the 4th and 5th natural modes of the support in vacuum.
Additionally, the wake is also highly energised at these frequencies. Indicating as
before a clear three way interaction.
If incidence is further increased, α = 14◦, the LE and TE dominant frequencies are
no longer equal to one another. This difference is reflected at the wake as the two
peaks observed at the wake now occur at different frequencies which coincide with the
dominant frequencies of the LE and TE respectively. Moreover, the LE frequency is
also coincident with the 3rd natural mode of the support while the TE frequency lays
close to the 2nd mode. Furthermore, a highly energised band is observed throughout
the membrane at the LE peak frequency. Hence, the vibration of the support due
to the energising of its 3rd mode could be driving both the membrane vibration as
well as the vortex shedding vibration since their peak frequencies are aligned.
• High angles of attack,α > 20◦. For higher angles of attack the energised frequency
range occurs at lower frequencies. Yet, the energised range is still the same for the
membrane and the wake.The vibration frequency decrease could be linked to the
wing entering stall and thus changing the membrane vibration patters as well as the
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(a) 3F Membrane Spectra (b) 3F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.29: Wake spectra contour for α = 8◦ for 3F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
(a) 3F Membrane Spectra (b) 3F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.30: Wake spectra contour for α = 10◦ for 3F LE/TE.
cortex shedding behaviour.
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(a) 3F Membrane Spectra (b) 3F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.31: Wake spectra contour for α = 14◦ for 3F LE/TE.
(a) 3F Membrane Spectra (b) 3F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.32: Wake spectra contour for α = 20◦ for 3F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
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4.3.2 5mm Flat Support
Figures 4.33 to 4.37 show the evolution of the frequency spectra for the membrane and the
wake of the 5mm Flat case. Emphasis is made on the results for the mid α range, where
the interaction is found to be most noticeable. Three different trends can be observed
depending on the angle of attack,
• Low angles of attack, α < 8◦. For this angle range the LE dominant frequency is
aligned with the 3rd mode and the TE dominant frequency is aligned with the 5th
mode. The vortex shedding at the wake energises frequencies between the LE and
TE dominant frequency and has its peak frequencies very close to the TE dominant
frequency.
(a) 5F Membrane Spectra (b) 5F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.33: Wake spectra contour for α = 2◦ for 5F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
• Mid angles of attack, 8◦ ≤ α ≤ 18◦. Figure 4.34 for α = 8◦ shows that as incidence is
increased more pronounced energised bands appear at the membrane spectra. Note
that now the LE dominant frequency is aligned with the TE dominant frequency and
with a highly energised membrane vibration band as well as with the peak frequency
at the wake. Moreover, this frequency coincides with the 3rd mode of the natural
frequency in vacuum of the support. Hence, indicating that the natural frequency
of the support might be driving the whole system behaviour.
If incidence is further increased, α = 10◦, the LE and TE dominant frequencies
remain the same and aligned with the 2nd natural frequency mode of the support,
as shown in figure 4.35. Moreover, membrane and the wake are highly energised
at the frequency range where the LE and TE dominant frequency occur. Another
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energised band exists both at the membrane and the wake, the frequency at which
this energised band occurs is the same as the 3rd natural frequency mode of the
support in vacuum. For α = 14◦ the LE and the TE dominant frequencies do not
occur at exactly the same Strouhal number; yet, they both lay very close to the 2nd
mode of the support natural frequency in vacuum. Moreover the full membrane is
energised at that frequency. However, the wake vortex shedding dominant frequency
occurs at a lower St.
(a) 5F Membrane Spectra (b) 5F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.34: Wake spectra contour for α = 8◦ for 5F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
(a) 5F Membrane Spectra (b) 5F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.35: Wake spectra contour for α = 10◦ for 5F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
• High angles of attack, α > 20◦. At high incidences, α > 20◦ both wake and mem-
brane energise a much narrower frequency band. And the frequencies energised are
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(a) 5F Membrane Spectra (b) 5F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.36: Wake spectra contour for α = 14◦ for 5F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
much lower.
(a) 5F Membrane Spectra (b) 5F Wake Spectra
Figure 4.37: Wake spectra contour for α = 20◦ for 5F LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
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4.3.3 3mm Round Support
Figures 4.38 to 4.42 show the evolution of the frequency spectra for the membrane and
the wake of the 3mm Round case. Three different trends can be observed depending on
the angle of attack:
• Low angles of attack, α < 8◦. For low incidences the membrane vibration frequencies
and the vortex shedding frequencies only coincide for a small range,. Mainly due to
the membrane vibrating at a lower St, closer to unity, and the wake vortex shedding
mainly vibration for St > 1. The common frequency range between the membrane
and the wake also coincides with the 1st mode of the natural frequency of the LE/TE
supports.
(a) 3R Membrane Spectra (b) 3R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.38: Wake spectra contour for α = 2◦ for 3R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
• Mid angles of attack, 8◦ ≤ α ≤ 14◦. As incidence is increased the membrane vibra-
tion increases and also the number of energised frequencies. During this range the
membrane has a highly energised band that coincides with the 1st mode of vibration
of the supports. Moreover, the dominant vortex shedding frequency peaks at the
wake displace towards the frequency at which the 1st natural mode of the supports
occurs.
• High angles of attack, α > 14◦ . In this instance the behaviour at α = 14◦ is very
similar to that of α = 20◦. In figure 4.41 it can be seen that the peaks at the wake
occur at the dominant frequencies of the LE and TE. Far away from the natural
frequencies of the supports. Hence no coupling is present in this instance.
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(a) 3R Membrane Spectra (b) 3R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.39: Wake spectra contour for α = 8◦ for 3R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
(a) 3R Membrane Spectra (b) 3R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.40: Wake spectra contour for α = 10◦ for 3R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to right,
the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
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(a) 3R Membrane Spectra (b) 3R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.41: Wake spectra contour for α = 14◦ for 3R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to right,
the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
(a) 3R Membrane Spectra (b) 3R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.42: Wake spectra contour for α = 20◦ for 3R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to right,
the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
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4.3.4 5mm Round Support
Figures 4.28 to 4.32 show the evolution of the frequency spectra for the membrane and
the wake of the 5mm Round case. For this LE/TE geometry the natural frequency of
the support in vacuum occurs at a frequency far away from the energised frequencies
in both the membrane, the supports and the wake for all angles of attack. Hence, no
triple interaction occurs. For all incidence, and in line with the previously observed, it
is seen that in general the dominant frequencies at the wake coincide with the dominant
frequencies at the LE and TE. Corroborating that the twin peak observed is due to the
vortex shedding from the LE and the vortex shedding from the TE. For this geometry the
frequency for the LE is the same than for the TE for all cases.
(a) 5R Membrane Spectra (b) 5R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.43: Wake spectra contour for α = 2◦ for 5R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
4.3.5 Comparison
There are several common trends observed regardless of the LE/TE geometry studied. One
of these trends is that the frequency of vibration of both vortex shedding and membrane
decreases as angle of attack increases, experiencing a significant drop at high angles of
attack, most likely due to the occurrence of stall.
Another general trend observed is that the vibration frequency of the LE and TE clearly
drives the dominant frequencies of the wake. The vibration of the LE and the TE is in turn
seen to be driven by the membrane vibration. Moreover, when the membrane vibration
occurs at a frequency close to the natural frequency of the support, the support’s natural
frequency locks in and becomes the driving force of both the membrane vibration frequency
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(a) 5R Membrane Spectra (b) 5R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.44: Wake spectra contour for α = 8◦ for 5R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
(a) 5R Membrane Spectra (b) 5R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.45: Wake spectra contour for α = 10◦for 5R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to
right, the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
as well as the vortex shedding frequency. Thus, the three elements vibrate at the same
frequency re-energising one another. When this occurs for more that one natural frequency
mode the whole system experiences high amplitude vibrations, as seen in the 3F case for
angles of attack between 8◦ and 16◦. Other resultant characteristics of this phenomena
are very high RMS and a mean camber decrease. This lock-in phenomena only occurs
for certain geometries at certain angles of attack. Note that as angle of attack changes
the flow behaviour changes and so does the vortex shedding frequency and the membrane
vibration.
Finally, it is seen that the three-way coupling lock-in phenomena is much more present
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(a) 5R Membrane Spectra (b) 5R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.46: Wake spectra contour for α = 14◦ for 5R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to right,
the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
(a) 5R Membrane Spectra (b) 5R Wake Spectra
Figure 4.47: Wake spectra contour for α = 20◦ for 5R LE/TE. Vertical lines show the
estimate range for the support natural frequencies. Black dots represent, from left to right,
the measured dominant frequencies at the LE and the TE respectively.
in the flat cases than in the round ones, being non-existent for the 5R case. This is due
to the fact that for flat geometries the first 5 modes of the support natural frequency
occur within the range of energised frequencies by the membrane vibration and the vortex
shedding while for the round cases only the 1st mode lays in that range.
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4.4 Concluding remarks
In all, it has been seen that the aerodynamic characteristics are strongly linked to the
LE/TE geometry of the support both due to its effect on the flow breaking symmetry
at the leading-edge and also indirectly due to the flow induced membrane and support
vibrations which result in different vortex shedding patterns. It has been clearly identified
that it is a three way coupled problem where membrane vibrations, support vibrations
and vortex shedding interact and that the characteristics of the interaction are affected
by the size and geometry of the support.
It has also been seen that the for low α the vortex shedding is highly dependant on the
LE/TE geometry, but that as incidence increases the vortex shedding becomes geometry
independent. Moreover, the frequency of vortex shedding is seen to asymptote to the
vortex shedding frequency bounds defined for a rigid plate. Hence, showing that the
membrane, as incidence is increased, tends to behave like a rigid plate. Probably caused
by the membrane stiffening due to the high loads.
Vorticity analysis as well as HWA measurements have shown that there are two streaks
of vorticity present one from the upper surface and one from the lower surface. Moreover,
their impact onto the overall wake characteristics varies with angle of attack defining three
different regimes, low angles of attack which are dominated by the upper surface vortex
shedding, mid angles of attack dominated by the lower surface vortex shedding and high
angles of attack again dominated by the upper surface vortex shedding. The difference in
support geometries also results in different wake patterns. In general, round leading- and
trailing-edges have wider wakes, and bigger separations between vortex streaks for low and
mid angles of attack compared to the rectangular support wakes. In addition, the wakes of
wings with round cross-section dissipate at a much faster rate than for the flat cases and
it also displace at a higher rate downwards. On the other hand, rectangular cross-section
supports show higher wake deficits, narrower wakes, higher intensity, and great increase
of RMS for mid-to-high incidences due to dynamic vibrations and coupling between the
vortex shedding and the support.
Furthermore, excellent agreement has been found between HWA results and PIV, hence
cross-validating the two methods used.
Finally, it has been seen that the vibration frequency of the LE and TE clearly drives the
dominant frequencies of the wake. Moreover, the vibration of the LE and the TE is seen
to be driven by the membrane vibration. Furthermore, when the membrane vibration
occurs at a frequency close to one of the natural frequencies of the support, the support
natural frequency locks in and becomes the driving force of both the membrane vibration
frequency as well as the vortex shedding frequency. Thus, the three elements vibrate at
the same frequency re-energising one another. When this occurs for more that one natural
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frequency mode the whole system experiences high amplitude vibrations, as seen in the
3F case for angles of attack between 8◦ and 16◦. Additionally, it is seen that the three-way
coupling lock-in phenomena is much more present in the flat cases than in the round ones,
being non-existent for the 5R case. This is due to the fact that for flat geometries the first
5 modes of the support natural frequency occur within the range of energised frequencies
by the membrane vibration and the vortex shedding while for the round cases only the
1st mode lays in that range.
Chapter 5
Effect of Aerofoil Rigidity
This chapter presents a study of the effects of the aerofoil rigidity onto its aeromechanic
performance. Focusing on the behaviour during the transition from a rigid plate to a
flexible membrane this chapter aims to answer the questions: When can we start describing
a thin wing as a membrane wing? and What are the differences between a membrane wing
and a flat plate?
To do so, tests were performed on a series of unidirectional carbon fibre (bonded with
914TS epoxy) composite plates with varying thickness but constant Young’s modulus,
E = 134 GPa, hence varying rigidity. The fibres were aligned with the wing span, thus
having the lowest possible chord-wise stiffness. Several techniques were implemented:
firstly, PIV was used to gather information about the wake structures followed by a study
of the lift and drag forces using strain gauge load cells; finally, the chord-wise deformation
and plate vibration were studied using high-speed photogrammetry. Note that these are
the same experimental techniques that have been used for the study of membrane wings
in chapters 3 and 4.
Results show that the material used, even for the lowest thickness, is still very stiff and
behaves more like a rigid wing than like a compliant membrane. However, some degree
of change is seen between the cases studied and some resemblance between the membrane
wings and the thinnest composite plate is found. Lift is seen to be higher for membrane
wings than for composite plates, but membrane wings also generate higher drag; hence,
the resulting L/D is higher for the composite plates, especially for low angles of attack.
Nonetheless, the post-stall behaviour is better for membranes, being softer and with hardly
any loss in lift generation while for the plates the rate of lift loss with angles of attack is
very high.
In all, membrane wings stall at a higher angle of attack and have better post-stall char-
acteristics than all the composite plates tested; thus, membrane wings can supply better
controllability when applied to MAVs than composite plates. Additionally, the reduction
of plate thickness in an effort to reduce its stiffness and increase its passive adaptation
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capability results in high plate vibrations and small deformations which further jeopardise
the stall and post-stall characteristics, making it even worse than for rigid plates; hence
making these type of wings undesirable for MAV applications.
5.1 Spatial wake structure
5.1.1 Instantaneous structures
The results presented in this section are obtained using the PIV technique to investigate
the spatial structures present on the wake. As in chapter 4 the field of view is of 135
mm×135 mm downstream of the trailing-edge, fully capturing the wakes. The range of
incidences studied is 0◦ to 20◦ in increments of 5◦. The calibration method used is again
a 3rd order polynomial which is able to correct for arbitrary distortion factors but has
limited extrapolation properties, hence the calibration grid used occupied the full field of
view. The flow in all figures is presented from left to right. The origin of coordinates
for all PIV figures is located at the mid-span of the trailing-edge when the wing is at 0◦
incidence and subject to no incoming flow, i.e. U∞ = 0. The accuracy in determining the
exact position of the mid-span point of the trailing-edge is the same as in chapter 4, i.e.
±1/2 pixel, which corresponds to ±0.385 mm.
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Figure 5.1: Sample of instantaneous u velocity fields normalised by the free stream velocity,
U∞. Re=9.4× 104 and α = 10◦ for three different plate thicknesses.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show a sample of the instantaneous velocity fields, u and v respectively,
captured for α = 10◦, at a chord-based Reynolds number, Re=9 × 104. Only small
differences on the wake shedding patterns can be observed between the cases studied.
However, comparing the behaviour of the results shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2 with the
ones seen in figures 4.1 and 4.2, it can clearly be seen that all the composite plates studied
differed greatly from all the membranes tested. Hence, this already shows that the chord-
wise stiffness of the unidirectional carbon fibre used might still be too high to elucidate a
wide range of transition results between a rigid plate and a compliant membrane. Instead,
the results are close to those displayed by rigid flat plates.
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Figure 5.2: Sample of instantaneous v velocity fields normalised by the free stream velocity
U∞. Re=9.4× 104 and α = 10◦ for three different plate thicknesses.
5.1.2 Mean structures
The mean velocity components at the wake, u and v, are obtained by performing an
average over 500 samples captured at a rate of f=1.04 Hz. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively
depict the vector fields for α = 10◦ and chord-based Re=9×104. As with the instantaneous
wake velocity fields, the mean velocity fields of all the cases studied are very similar.
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Figure 5.3: Mean u velocity fields normalised by the freestream velocity U∞ = 10. α = 10◦
and Re=9.4× 104 for three different plate thicknesses.
In order to better compare the evolution of the mean wake with the angle of attack, a
location is chosen, one chord length downstream, where the mean wake profile is evaluated.
A comparison of the mean wake profiles is then plotted in figure 5.5. Furthermore, to ease
the comparison of the most relevant values, figure 5.6 is presented where the maximum
wake deficit point as well as its location are shown as a function of angle of attack for the
three composite plates analysed.
In general, by observing figure 5.5 and 5.6, it can be seen that for all the plates studied two
distinct regions exist, low angles of attack (α < 5◦) and high angles of attack (α > 5◦).
The former region is dominated by the vortex shedding from the TE and the latter is
dominated by the vortex shedding from the LE. These are in agreement with the regions
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Figure 5.4: Mean v velocity fields normalised by the freestream velocity U∞ = 10. α = 10◦
and Re=9.4× 104 for three different plate thicknesses.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of mean wake profiles obtained one chord length downstream, for
angles of attack of 0◦ to 20◦ in increments of 5◦ and three composite plates of different
thicknesses. Grey shade decreases with angle of attack.
found for membrane wings, see section 4.1.3, albeit the region limiting angles are lower
in the composite plate cases. Moreover, inspection of figure 5.5 also indicates that the
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Figure 5.6: Mean wake characteristics variation with incidence for Re= 9.4× 104.
composite plate with the smallest wake, regardless of the incidence, is the 6ply model.
Figure 5.7(a) depicts a sketch of the assumed flow behaviour over the composite plate at
this range.
Analysing figure 5.5 in detail it can be seen that between 0◦ and 5◦ a noticeable downward
displacement of the wake occurs in all the cases studied. This indicates that the wake
is being dominated by the TE vortex shedding. The same behaviour was observed for
membrane wings within this region, section 4.1.2.
From 5◦ to 10◦ the wake moves upwards and broadens substantially. The wake is now
dominated by the vortices shed from the upper surface of the wing. Note that although
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flow separation occurs at the LE, for low-to-mid angles of attack flow reattaches further
downstream. This is depicted in figure 5.7(b). Nonetheless, as incidence increases the
separation point after the reattachment on the upper surface of the composite plate moves
towards the LE; consequently, the maximum wake deficit point also displaces upwards. At
α = 10◦ the 4ply plate shows the highest wake deficit and broadest wake (figure 5.5(a))
closely followed by 8ply (figure 5.5(c)). Increasing the angle of attack further, to α = 15◦,
results in a great increase in wake deficit and wake width leading us to conclude that all
the wakes have now reached deep stall. Figure 5.7(c) shows the expected flow behaviour
at this incidence range.
Separated ﬂow
(a) Low α.
Separated ﬂow
(b) Mid α.
Separated ﬂow
(c) High α.
Figure 5.7: Sketch showing the expected flow behaviour over a rigid plate for different
angles of attack.
Figure 5.6(b) shows that the maximum wake deficit value decreases roughly parabolically
with angle of attack. The decrease is more noticeable for the thinnest plate, 4ply. Cor-
respondingly, suggesting that the 4ply plate might be experiencing vibrations and small
deflections, which produce greater wake turbulence decreasing its performance and re-
sulting in the wing entering stall at a lower incidence than thicker plates which, due to
their greater thickness, experience less deflections and vibrations. In figure 5.5(b), 6ply
has the lowest wake deficit regardless of α, implying that an increase in thickness could
result in better aerodynamic performance. However, as thickness is further increased,
8ply, the wake deficit, although being slightly better than for the 4ply case, is worst than
for the 6ply model. Thus, marking that there is an optimal thickness range in which the
vibrations are reduced and the deflections minimised and so the stall angle is delayed.
The position of the maximum wake deficit is also studied, figure 5.6(a). It can be seen that
for the three composite plates tested the maximum wake deficit point displaces downwards
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for angles of attack of 0◦ and 5◦; corroborating that during this incidence range the wake
is dominated by TE vortex shedding. However, for α ≥ 10◦ the wake becomes dominated
by the upper surface vortex shedding, as indicated by the maximum wake deficit point
moving upwards. Note that stall is reached earlier for the 4ply case, this is demonstrated
by the maximum wake deficit position remaining constant for incidences above 15◦. It
should also be noticed that both 6ply and 8ply behave very similarly although thickness is
seen to increase the displacement downwards when the wing is not stalling. Once stalled,
the behaviour of the 6ply and the 8ply case is identical.
If the composite plates are now compared to the membrane wings, figures 5.5 and 4.6,
it can be seen that for low angles of attack (α ≤ 5◦) the membrane wakes are broader,
especially those with round LE/TE, than the wakes of the composite plates. However,
the maximum wake deficit value is of the same order of magnitude for both membranes
and composite plates up until α ≈ 10◦. As the incidence is further increased the wake of
composite plates increases dramatically, both in width and deficit, reaching values 2-fold
of those attained by compliant membrane wings, figures 5.6(b) and 4.7(b). This is due
to the composite plates stalling at lower incidences as well as having a worst post-stall
performance than the compliant membrane wings.
The position of the maximum wake deficit for the composite plates also displays great
disparities when compared to that of compliant membrane wings, figure 5.6(a) and 4.7(a).
For the composite cases the wake is seen to have a greater influence of the upper surface
vortex shedding, most likely due to the presence of a LE separation bubble causing an in-
tenser vortex shedding. In addition, the change in dominance from the TE vortex shedding
and the upper surface vortex shedding occurs at a similar angle of attack; nonetheless, its
effect is much more pronounced in the composite plates than in the membrane wings. This
suggests that indeed a LE separation bubble exists in all composite plates, caused by their
sharp leading-edge, with a subsequent reattachment further downstream for low angles of
attack. Thus, showing that the passive adaptation of the membrane, although also having
a sharp LE (rectangular cross-section LE) leads to the retardation of the separation point
resulting in less turbulent, smaller wakes.
In all, figure 5.5 and 5.6 show that the biggest wake is that of the thinnest composite plate.
We argue that this might be due to the flow induced deformations as well as the plate
vibration frequencies coupling with the vortex shedding frequencies not allowing the flow
to reattach at lower angles of attack than the other, stiffer, composite plates. Contrary
to what was expected the vibration and deflection due to the smaller thickness and lower
weight of the composite plate does not benefit from the advantages of passive adaptation
seen in membrane wings. It has actually the opposite effect: very thin composite attain
the worst performance.
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5.1.3 Wake fluctuations
It has previously been seen in chapter 4 that the vibrations can greatly influence the char-
acteristics of the mean wake. In order to better characterise this influence the fluctuations
with respect to the mean are studied by analysing the turbulence intensity (u′/u), where,
as before, u′, are the velocity fluctuations with respect to the mean and u is the horizontal
component of the mean velocity. Figure 5.8 shows the magnitude of fluctuating velocity
and figure 5.9 the mean turbulence intensity. The mean has been obtained, as for all prior
cases, by averaging over 500 samples captured at a rate of f=1.04 Hz.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the magnitude of fluctuating velocity for three unidirectional
carbon fibre composite plates with different thickness at α = 10◦.
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Figure 5.9: Mean wake RMS comparison for three unidirectional carbon fibre composite
plates of different thicknesses at α = 10◦.
Figure 5.10 shows an overview of the evolution of the wake fluctuations with angle of
attack. Two main features can be easily identified: firstly, the great similarity amongst all
the composite plates studied and secondly the clear change in wake behaviour at α = 10◦.
Besides, the 6ply plate (figure 5.10(b)) shows the lowest turbulence intensity for α < 10◦
while the 4ply plate (figure 5.10(a)) shows the highest turbulence intensity, especially for
low incidences.
Furthermore, to ease the quantitative analysis, detailed plots of the effect of incidence on
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Figure 5.10: Mean wake RMS of the horizontal velocity component one chord length
downstream for incidences 0◦ to 20◦ in increments of 5◦ for three unidirectional carbon
fibre composite plates with different thickness.
maximum turbulence intensity, location of the maximum turbulence intensity, turbulence
intensity range and location of the turbulence intensity range are presented in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11(a) shows that the width of turbulence intensity of the wake experiences a
dramatic increase between 5◦ < α < 10◦ for all the plates tested, which is in agreement
with the results found in section 5.1.2. During this period the wake goes from being
dominated by the TE vortex shedding to being dominated by the vortices shed from the
upper surface separation point. The fact that an increase in angle of attack does not result
in an increase in wake width corroborates that LE separation has occurred; nevertheless,
for incidences α ≈ 10◦ the flow will reattach further downstream; but, as incidence is
further increased, the separation point after the LE separation bubble displaces upstream
until reattachment is no longer possible.
Figure 5.11(c) depicts the evolution of the maximum turbulence intensity with angle of
attack for the three different composite plates tested. The maximum turbulence intensity
increases linearly until α ≈ 15◦, regardless of the thickness of the plate. For α > 15◦,
the turbulence intensity increases dramatically and becomes thickness dependant. Hence,
suggesting that for incidences above 15◦ the flow separates at the LE where the nature of
the separated flow is affected by the geometry of the LE and by the frequency of vibration
of the composite plate thereby becoming thickness dependant.
The position of the maximum turbulence intensity increases with angle of attack showing
that the wing is predominately dominated by the vortices shed from the upper surface.
This is very different from the behaviour observed in membrane wings, figure 4.14(c),
where the wake is dominated at low angles of attack (α < 10◦) by the lower surface vortex
shedding, for 10◦ < α < 15◦ there is a transition period, and for α > 15◦ the wake is
dominated by the upper surface vortex shedding.
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Figure 5.11: Wake mean RMS characteristics for three unidirectional carbon fibre com-
posite plates at angles of attack ranging from 0◦ to 20◦ in increments of 5◦, measured one
chord length downstream.
5.1.4 Vorticity
In order to better characterise the wake structures the vorticity present in the flow is
calculated. As with the membranes, we will first investigate the instantaneous vorticity
fields and then their mean values.
Instantaneous vorticity
Figures 5.12 to 5.16 show a snapshot of the instantaneous vorticity for angles of attack
between 0◦ and 20◦ in increments of 5◦ and for three composite plates of different thickness.
For a given angle of attack the wakes are seen to have very similar characteristics. However,
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minor differences can be observed; for example figure 5.12, which depicts the instant
vorticity for α = 0◦, shows that the 4ply plate has a more energised broader wake (figure
5.12(a)), while the 8ply (figure 5.12(c)) wake is more diffused and the 6ply wake is the
narrowest (figure 5.12(b)).
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Figure 5.12: Instantaneous vorticity for α = 0◦ and Re=9 × 104 for three unidirectional
carbon fibre composite plates with different thickness.
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Figure 5.13: Instantaneous vorticity for α = 5◦ and Re=9 × 104 for three unidirectional
carbon fibre composite plates with different thickness.
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Figure 5.14: Instantaneous vorticity for α = 10◦ and Re=9× 104 for three unidirectional
carbon fibre composite plates with different thickness.
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Figure 5.15: Instantaneous vorticity for α = 15◦ and Re=9× 104 for three unidirectional
carbon fibre composite plates with different thickness.
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Figure 5.16: Instantaneous vorticity for α = 20◦ and Re=9× 104 for three unidirectional
carbon fibre composite plates with different thickness.
Observing the sequence of instant vorticity plots, figures 5.12 to 5.16, it can be seen that
all the wakes experience a noticeable increase in vorticity between α = 5◦ and α = 10◦ and
between α = 10◦ and α = 15◦ while remaining constant for α > 15◦. The first vorticity
increase is caused by the appearance of noticeable flow separation at the upper surface
of the wing. Nevertheless, none of the the plates has yet reached deep stall. The second
vorticity increase is originated by the wing entering deep stall, hence the vorticity hardly
increases thereafter.
Mean vorticity
The mean vorticity is found, as in chapter 4, by averaging over 500 samples captured at
a rate of f=1.04 Hz. The results are depicted for different composite plates in figures 5.17
to 5.20. It can be seen that for the range of cases studied the thickness hardly affects the
vorticity.
Comparing the sequence of mean vorticity figures across incidence (figures 5.17 to 5.20 )
it can be seen that regardless of the thickness of the composite plate utilised and the wing
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Figure 5.17: Mean vorticity for α = 0◦ and Re=9 × 104 for three unidirectional carbon
fibre composite plates with different thickness.
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Figure 5.18: Mean vorticity for α = 5◦ and Re=9 × 104 for three unidirectional carbon
fibre composite plates with different thickness.
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Figure 5.19: Mean vorticity for α = 10◦ and Re=9 × 104 for three unidirectional carbon
fibre composite plates with different thickness.
incidence two distinct vortex streaks are present: one caused by the flow being shed from
the upper surface and the other caused by the flow being shed from the lower surface.
Moreover, as incidence increases the upper surface vortex shedding becomes broader and
dominant. The lower surface vortex shedding remains smaller but with higher intensity
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Figure 5.20: Mean vorticity for α = 20◦ and Re=9 × 104 for three unidirectional carbon
fibre composite plates with different thickness.
and lower diffusion rate, especially for α ≤ 5◦. A noticeable vorticity change is seen by
comparing 5.18 and 5.19 especially for the 4ply case.
The distance between the upper and lower vortex streaks is seen to vary with angle of
attack as well as with thickness, especially when considering α < 5◦. The trend is for
the distance to increase with angle of attack, being of about 5 mm for α = 0◦ and of 76
mm for α = 20◦. Interestingly, for low angles of attack, 4ply and 6ply have the same
distance between the upper and lower vortex streaks while 8ply has double that of 4ply.
This difference is caused by the change in thickness of the plates, thicker plates result in
greater distance between vortex streaks while the flow is still attached to the wing. Once
the LE separation bubble is formed and so the wake becomes dominated by the vortex
shedding from the upper surface, the distance between the upper and lower surface streaks
becomes thickness independent.
5.2 Lift and Drag forces
The strain-gauge measurements allow us to examine the effect of plate thickness on the
aerodynamic forces generated by the composite plate. Figure 5.21(a) depicts the mean
lift coefficient (CL) for the three different cases studied. The dotted lines correspond to
the values obtained by the load cell located at the right-hand side of the wing and the
solid lines correspond to the values obtained by the load cell located at the left-hand side
of the wing. LHS and RHS are defined as seen facing the incoming flow. It can be seen
that, while the flow is attached to the wing, symmetry exists for all the models tested.
However, once the wing enters stall clear differences can be observed between the two sides
of the wing, especially for the thinnest composite plate, 4ply. Stall is seen to be reached
at α ≈ 10◦ which is in agreement with the PIV results presented in section 5.1.
The worst stalling behaviour is seen for the 4ply case and the best for the 8ply case.
Indicating that the vibrations and deflections resulting from utilising very thin composite
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plates could lead to lower stalling angles of attack as well as a worst post-stall behaviour.
These findings are also in agreement with section 5.1.
Figure 5.21(b) depicts the mean drag coefficient (CD) for the three different cases studied.
As before, the dotted lines correspond to the load cell located at the RHS of the wing
and the solid lines to the load cell located at the LHS of the wing. The figure clearly
indicates the incidence at which stall is reached. In addition, figure 5.21(b) shows that,
like the lift forces, the drag forces generated by the composite plates become asymmetric
once the wing stalls. For the 4ply case this asymmetry is substantial and further tests
should be performed to validate its accuracy. Besides, the drag is seen to improve with
thickness, most likely due to the reduction in vibration of the plate. 6ply and 8ply behave
very similarly to one another only differing slightly once the wing has stalled when the
6ply plate generates slightly more drag than the 8ply plate.
The lift-to-drag ratio, L/D, is also analysed and depicted in figure 5.21(c). The mean
between the values obtained by the two load cells is utilised. It can be seen that for all the
cases the best L/D is around α = 5◦. The graph also depicts a bad post-stalling behaviour
for the 4ply plate. In all, the L/D is seen to improve as the thickness of the plates is
increased.
It is also interesting to compare the lift forces found for membrane wings in chapter 3 with
the ones found for composite plates. It can be seen that the lift generated by membranes
regardless of the LE/TE used is much higher than that generated by composite plates.
More specifically, if figure 3.7(a) and 5.21(a) are compared is can be seen that for α = 5◦
the lift generated by membrane wings varies between CL = 0.5 and CL = 1.5, depending
on the LE/TE used. However, composite plates have a CL ≈ 0.4 regardless of the plate
thickness. If incidence is further increased to α = 10◦, the lift coefficient of the membranes
tested oscillates between CL = 1.5 and CL = 1 while the composite plates generate a
CL ≈ 0.8. For α > 15◦ composite plates generate a CL < 1 while for all the membrane
wings (except 5R) the lift coefficient is greater than 1.
Furthermore, with the exception of 5R, the post-stall behaviour is much better and softer
for the membrane wings than for the composite plates, which experience a more drastic
decrease in lift generation. Note that the 5R bad performance is linked to the support
acting like a bluff-body.
Nevertheless, drag is also found to be much higher in membrane wings, particularly at
low angles of attack, than in composite plates. Note that a membrane-like behaviour is
seen for the 4ply plate case: the increase in drag experienced is comparable to that of
membranes, in particular that of 5F, figure 3.7(b) and 5.21(b). However, 6ply and 8ply
generate less drag than any of the membrane models tested. Hence, the L/D is higher for
the composite plates, most notably for low angles of attack. The peak L/D occurs around
the same incidence for both membrane wings and composite plates, α ≈ 5◦. However,
while 6ply and 8ply retain a higher L/D thereafter, 4ply as well as membrane wings
undergo a steep drop in L/D due to the marked increase in drag generation. For example,
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Figure 5.21: Lift and drag forces for three unidirectional carbon fibre composite plates
with different thickness. Grey shade decreases with thickness.
at α = 10◦, 8ply and 6 ply cases have a L/D ≈ 5 while membrane wings have L/D of
around 3 and 4ply a wing L/D ≈ 2.5, lower than membrane wings. For high incidences the
L/D of membrane wings oscillates between 3 and 1 depending on the LE/TE used while
composite plates oscillate between 2 and 1, for 8ply and 4ply respectively. Sustaining,
that the post-stall behaviour is better for membrane wings than for composite plates.
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5.3 Plate vibrations
In order to bring more light into the nature and characteristics of plate vibrations high-
speed photogrammetry is finally performed. The methodology is the same as describe in
chapter 2 and used in chapter 3
5.3.1 Instantaneous camber
Figure 5.22 shows the instantaneous camber profiles of three unidirectional carbon fibre
composite plates with different thickness. PIV tests as well as force measurements have
shown that deep stall occurs for α > 10◦. Hence, photogrammetry tests were performed
at incidences between 0◦ and 15◦ at increments of 2.5◦ in order to better characterise the
transition to stall.
Moreover, two new composite plates were studied, 1ply and 2ply, in order to see if by
further reducing the plate thickness the increase in camber deflection augmented and
reached values more comparable to the deflections seen in membrane wings, section 3.1.
However, it should be noted the the fragility of the thinner composite models is extremely
high, making it impossible to surpass α = 10◦ without damaging the plate. The damage
occurred due to stress concentrations caused by the wind loading at the attachment point
between the plate and the end-plate. These resulted in crack propagation across the span
of the wing. Due to the fragility of these thin composite plates only short duration tests
were possible.
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Figure 5.22: Instantaneous camber profiles at 1000 consecutive snapshots taken at a rate
of 1200 frames/second. Re= 9× 104 and α = 5◦.
Observing figure 5.22 it can be seen that the vibration is slightly higher for the 4ply case;
nonetheless, vibrations are of the same order of magnitude for all the cases studied. More-
over, vibrations are constant across the whole wing chord, with no modes being present.
Thereby, suggesting that 3D span-wise plate bending occurs. Additionally, it should be
noted that the vibrations seen are very close to the maximum resolution attainable for
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the given set-up; consequently, vibrations of smaller amplitude might be taking place but
cannot be detected.
In addition, extra tests were performed to thinner composite plates, figure 5.23. These
demonstrate that even for a unidirectional carbon fibre composite plate with thickness
of the same order of magnitude as the latex rubber membranes used in Chapter 3, the
defection of the unidirectional carbon fibre used is 10 times smaller than for the latex
rubber membrane wing. Hence, the performance of the composite plates tested cannot be
expected to reassemble that seen on latex membrane wings. This shows that in order to
better characterise the transition between membranes and rigid plates a less stiff material
should be used.
These findings also demonstrate that, as expected, thickness is not a valid parameter for
comparison between wings of different materials, and Weber number, We, should be used
instead. Note that the Weber number is a non-dimensional ratio between the aerodynamic
forces and the membrane surface tension.
We = ρU
2∞c
σ (5.1)
Where σ is the surface tension and can be approximated here as σ = Et, U∞ is the free
stream velocity, c is the wing chord, E the Young’s modulus and t the plate thickness.
The differences in Weber number are substantial when membrane and composite wings
are compared for a constant Reynolds number. This is due to the 4 orders of magnitude
difference between the Young’s modulus of the unidirectional carbon fibre composite (E =
134 GPa) and the Young’s modulus of the latex rubber (E = 1.58 MPa) used.
Therefore, for a constant chord based Reynolds number, Re= 9× 104, the Weber number
for a composite plate of thickness t = 0.22 mm is We= 6.43× 10−10. Instead, for a latex
membrane with thickness t = 0.16 mm it is of We= 6.2×10−5. Note, that a similar Weber
number could be attained by testing the 1ply plate at U∞ = 21 m/s. However, due to the
fragility of the composite plate and the high wind loading generated at the stated speed
the tests were unfeasible.
Finally, for comparison it should be noted that the Weber number for a steel plate with
thickness t= 0.22 mm subject to the same Reynolds number flow is of We= 3.5 × 10−10.
Therefore, showing that the Weber numbers of the composite plates studied are of the
same order of magnitude a steel rigid plate and so its behaviour should be expected to
closely resemble it.
5.3.2 Mean camber
The mean camber profile of all the composite plates analysed is found and presented in
figure 5.24. In general, it can be seen that the overall displacement of the composite
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Figure 5.23: Instantaneous camber profiles at 1000 consecutive snapshots taken at a rate
of 1200 frames/second. Re= 9× 104 and α = 5◦.
plates is one order of magnitude smaller than that seen on membrane wings. Moreover,
for all cases, but especially for the 4ply plate, the deflection is seen to increase until flow
separation at the upper surface occurs, then it decreases again, figure 5.24(a)
Besides, figure 5.24 shows that as plate thickness increases the change in mean chord of
the plates diminishes. For example, figure 5.24(a) shows a lightly cambered mean chord
while figure 5.24(c) closely resembles a rigid flat plate with hardly any change in mean
chord shape as incidence is increased.
In order to ease the mean camber comparison between the different plates studied the
variation of mean camber characteristics with angle of attack is presented in figure 5.25.
The maximum camber is shown in figure 5.25(a). It can be seen that the ymax for the
4ply model increases up to 5◦, where separations occurs, and decreases thereafter. For the
6ply case, however, ymax increases steadily. Note that the jump from seen from α = 0
◦ to
α = 2.5◦ is due to the maximum camber point moving from being near the TE to being
near the LE; if the second highest ymax is taken (which lies near the LE) the increase in
maximum camber point is steady throughout all the incidences analysed. In addition, the
ymax of the 8ply plate is seen to peak at α = 2.5
◦ and then decrease to finally remain
constant when the plate stalls.
If the chord position of the maximum camber point is analysed, xymax , figure 5.25(b) it
can be seen that for both 4ply and 8ply plates, xymax , is located at the aft half of the wing
while for 6ply is located at the front half of the wing.
5.3.3 Plate dynamics
The RMS of the membrane vibrations with respect to the mean camber position is finally
computed and it has been depicted in figure 5.26. Despite the results only showing part
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Figure 5.24: Mean camber profiles obtained via DLT. Re= 9× 104 for angles of attack 0◦
to 15◦ in increments of 2.5◦ . Grey shade decreases with angle of attack.
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Figure 5.26: Mean RMS profiles obtained via DLT. Re= 9× 104 for angles of attack 0◦ to
15◦ in increments of 2.5◦ . Grey shade decreases with angle of attack.
of the occurring vibrations due to the closeness of the oscillations to the resolution of the
set-up, interesting phenomena can still be observed.
For instance, the vibrations are constant across the whole wing chord and so no modes
are seen; thus indicating that a 3D (span-wise) bending and twisting motion are taking
place.
Moreover, the RMS found is of the same order of magnitude for all the composite cases,
partly due to the set-up resolution acting as a limiting factor. Nonetheless, two bands
are seen, especially in the 4ply and 8ply models. The lower RMS band corresponds to
the low incidences, when the flow has not yet experienced significant separation from the
upper surface; whilst the upper band congregates the RMS of the incidences where flow
has separated. There is, however, a clear exception in the 8ply case where the RMS of
the α = 0◦ is of the same order of magnitude as the RMS found for incidences where
separation has already occurred. In the 6ply case the bands are less defined although the
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trend remains the same than for the other plates: RMS increase as incidence is increased.
A more precise set-up should be used in order to be able to better characterises the
frequencies of vibration of the composite plates and see how they relate to the wake.
Vortex shedding frequencies could then be compared to the plate frequencies to try and
elucidate why 4ply has a worse performance than 6ply.
5.4 Concluding remarks
In all, it has been seen that the bending stiffness of the aerofoil is crucial in determining
its aeromechanic and aerodynamic performance. Several different unidirectional carbon
fibre composite plates have been studied finding that their behaviour was closer to rigid
plates than to membrane aerofoils due to its relatively high Young’s modulus.
In addition, both lift and drag forces are found to be higher for compliant membrane
wings while the L/D ratio for low angles of attack is best for composite plates as they
produce less drag than compliant membrane wings. Nevertheless, compliant membrane
wings delay stall and have a better post-stall behaviour; consequently having a better L/D
than composite plates for high angles of attack.
The dynamic plate motions are also studied finding that plate vibrations increase as the
plate thickness is reduced. The increase in plate vibrations results in a degradation of the
angle of stall as well as the post-stall behaviour. Moreover, only full body vibrations are
observed, with no chord-wise modes seen; hence, indicating that 3D span-wise bending
vibrations might be present.
Finally, in order to properly characterise the transition between rigid plates and membrane
wings the material used should be able to provide a wide variety of Weber numbers, ranging
from the order of magnitude of latex wings to the order of magnitude of rigid plates.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis has presented an experimental analysis of compliant membrane wings made of
two different materials latex rubber and unidirectional carbon fibre.
A summary of the results contributing to each of the three research objectives defined
in section 1.3 is presented below, together with the associated conclusions. A list of the
primary contributions of the thesis is given in section 6.2 and suggestions for future work
are listed in section 6.3.
6.1 Summary
Research Objective 1: Structural Analysis (Chapter 3) Which are the effects of
the leading- and trailing-edge geometry on membrane vibration?
The effect that the geometry of the leading- and trailing-edge supports has on the wing
structure has been explored. High-speed photogrammetry has been used to determine
and characterise the membrane and the LE/TE support deflections and vibrations. Four
aspects have been investigated: instantaneous camber deflection, mean camber deflection,
aerodynamic forces (Lift and Drag) and membrane and support vibration.
Results have shown that the mean deflection of the membrane is larger when the membrane
is supported by flat (i.e. rectangular cross-section) leading- and trailing-edges. This
is partly due to the effect of the support geometry on the flow breaking symmetry at
the leading-edge and partly due to the low moment of inertia of the LE/TE supports
which causes the supports to bend thereby increasing the overall membrane camber. The
membrane aerofoils with supports that have a circular cross-section exhibit a S-shape
camber deformation for low incidences (i.e. 2◦ ≤ α ≤ 4◦) due to the LE acting like a bluff
body and causing a leading-edge separation bubble. In addition, the chord-wise location
of the point of maximum camber has been found to be hardly affected by angle of attack
for parabolically deflected membranes.
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Moreover, investigation of the LE/TE supports has shown that the lower bending stiffness
of rectangular cross sections results in noticeable deformations (both static and dynamic)
of both supports, especially at high incidences. This, when coupled with an excited first
mode of the natural frequency of the support, results in large amplitude vibrations affecting
both supports and the membrane. The analysis on the structural dynamics has also shown
that the fluid forcing is predominant at higher angles of attack and the natural frequency of
vibration of the leading- and trailing-edge supports greatly influences the vibrations of the
membrane thereby influencing the overall dynamic performance of the wing. Additionally,
coupling and resonance are found to be particularly strong for the flat LE/TE models.
Finally, the temporal membrane structures have been studied by finding two-dimensional
spectrograms of the membrane. The observation of the 2D-spectrograms has elucidated
that the smaller size leading- and trailing-edges (i.e. 3 mm) exhibit more energised mem-
branes which vibrate at a broader range of frequencies compared to their 5 mm counter-
parts. The modes displayed by the membrane as well as its energy content have been
found to increase with angle of attack until reaching its maximum just before entering
stall, around α = 20◦. For higher incidences, where the wing has already stalled, there is a
narrowing of the spectra as well as a decrease in energy. The region near the trailing-edge
has been seen to be the most energised one for all the geometries. This study has sug-
gested that this might be due to the coupling between the vortex shedding, the membrane
vibration and the natural frequencies of the trailing-edge support.
Overall, the results have shown that the details in the construction of the membrane sup-
ports, often overlooked in the literature on membrane wing aerodynamics, may have a
critical impact on its performance. The fundamental trade-off between rigidity and aero-
dynamic performance needs to be always addressed and the balance for each application
needs to be found.
Research Objective 2: Flow Analysis (Chapter 4) What are the main flow char-
acteristics that cause the membrane vibration?
The effect of the geometry of silver steel supports in the wake structures of compliant latex
rubber membranes has been analysed. Tests have been performed at low Re numbers,
Re= 9 × 104. HWA and PIV have been utilised to explore the characteristics of four
different LE/TE geometries. Spatial analysis has been performed using both PIV and
HWA; hence, enabling the cross-validation of both experimental methods, which have
shown very good agreement.
It has been seen that the aerodynamic characteristics are strongly linked to the LE/TE
geometry of the support both due to its effect on the flow breaking symmetry at the
leading-edge and also indirectly due to the flow induced membrane and support vibrations
which result in different vortex shedding patterns. It has been clearly identified that it is
a three way coupled problem where membrane vibrations, support vibrations and vortex
shedding interact. Furthermore, the characteristics of the interaction have been found to
be affected by the size and geometry of the support.
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Hot-wire wake scans have shown that while for low angles of attack the vortex shedding
is highly dependant on the LE/TE geometry, for high angles of attack it becomes geom-
etry independent. Moreover, the frequency of vortex shedding is seen to asymptote to
the vortex shedding frequency bounds defined for a rigid plate. Hence, showing that as
incidence increases the membrane tends to behave more like a rigid plate. We argue that
this change in vortex shedding frequency with angle of attack is probably caused by the
membrane stiffening due to the high loads.
Additionally, vorticity analysis as well as HWA measurements one chord length down-
stream of the wing have shown that there are two streaks of vorticity present: one from
the upper surface and one from the lower surface. Moreover, their impact onto the overall
wake characteristics varies with angle of attack defining three different regimes, low an-
gles of attack, which are dominated by the upper surface vortex shedding, mid angles of
attack, dominated by the lower surface vortex shedding and high angles of attack, which
are again dominated by the upper surface vortex shedding.
Furthermore, support geometry variations also results in different wake patterns. In gen-
eral, for low and mid angles of attack round leading- and trailing-edges have wider wakes
and larger distance between the upper and lower vortex streaks when compared to the
rectangular support wakes. In addition, round cross-section wing wakes dissipate at a
much faster rate than the flat support wing wakes. Wakes produced by round LE/TE
also displace at a higher rate downwards. On the other hand, rectangular cross-section
supports show higher wake deficits, narrower wakes, higher intensity, and great increase
of RMS for mid-to-high incidences due to dynamic vibrations and coupling between the
vortex shedding and the support.
Research Objective 3: Wing Rigidity Analysis (Chapter 5) What are the effects
of wing stiffness on the wing performance?
The effects of the aerofoil rigidity onto the aerodynamic and aeromechanic performance of
an aerofoil have been analysed. A series of unidirectional carbon fibre bonded with 914TS
epoxy composite plates with varying thickness but constant Young’s modulus, E = 134
GPa, have been tested. PIV, High-speed photogrammetry and strain gauges have been
used to determine the wake structure, the chord-wise plate deformation and vibration as
well as the aerodynamic forces generated.
Results show that the material used, even for the lowest thickness, is very stiff and behaves
more like a rigid wing than like a compliant membrane.
The study of the aerodynamic forces has shown that both lift and drag forces are higher
for membrane wings than for composite plates. Nevertheless, the L/D ratio for low angles
of attack has been found to be best for composite plates as they produce less drag than
compliant membrane wings. However, for high angles of attack L/D is better for compliant
membrane wings because their passive camber adaptation delays stall and results in a
better post-stall behaviour.
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Dynamic motions of the composite plates have also been analysed, showing that plate
vibrations increase as the plate thickness is decreased. This increase in vibrations results
in a degradation of the angle of stall and the post-stall behaviour. Thus, membrane wings
can supply better controllability when applied to MAVs than composite plates due to their
better performance at high angles of attack.
Additionally, the reduction of plate thickness in an effort to reduce its stiffness and increase
its passive adaptation capability results in high plate vibrations and small deformations
which further jeopardise the stall and post stall characteristics, making it even worse than
for rigid plates; hence making these type of wings undesirable for MAV applications.
Finally, it has been seen that in order to properly characterise the transition between
rigid plates and membrane wings a series of tests at Weber number closer to that of latex
membrane wings should be performed. To do so, a less stiff and less fragile material should
be used. However, as stiffness is decreased supports become a compulsory requirement to
be able to maintain the wing in place. Therefore, introducing the need to account for the
support-membrane-flow interaction while designing the wing as well as when predicting
its performance.
In all, it has been seen that the bending stiffness of the aerofoil is crucial in determining
its aeromechanic and aerodynamic performance. More flexible materials result in high lift
and drag aerodynamic forces, delay the stalling angle of attack and improve the post-stall
behaviour. However, they require the utilisation of a supporting system which greatly in-
fluences the wing performance and is subject to intense coupling with the vortex-shedding
and the membrane vibrations. On the other hand, stiffer wing materials do not require
the use of supports and experience less dynamic motions. Hence, reducing the number
of coupled elements may result in a substantial drag reduction and a better L/D for low
angles of attack. Nonetheless, stall occurs at a much lower incidence resulting in a steep
drop in lift tied with a noticeable drag increase. Consequently, the L/D for mid-to-high
angles of attack for stiffer wings is markedly worse, jeopardising its controllability and
manoeuvrability when compared to more compliant wings.
6.2 Primary contributions of this thesis
The primary contributions of this thesis are:
• It has demonstrated the importance of LE/TE geometry on both wake structure and
membrane deformation.
• It has demonstrated that coupling between the supports and the vortex shedding
frequency occurs and can result in the supports entering resonance.
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• It has quantifyied and qualifyied the characteristics, aerodynamic forces, wake char-
acteristics and camber deformation of compliant membrane wings and how do they
compare to stiff plates.
• It has qualified the consequences on the aerodynamic forces, wake characteristic and
camber deformation of a change in aerofoil stiffness.
6.3 Future work
This section presents a series of suggestions of further research that would extend and
complement the work presented in this thesis.
6.3.1 Wing materials
Regarding the membrane material, it would be very interesting to investigate with Electro
Active Polymers as the material for the membranes. Firstly by comparing the results
obtained with the ones gathered using latex membranes and secondly by designing an
integrated feedback control to actively actuate the membrane wings. This would be a first
step towards replicating the actual wing of a bat.
Moreover, a better understanding of the viscoelastic behaviour of latex is desirable. Latex
has been seen to degrade over time when tested intensively. However, it has also been
seen to recover after leaving it to rest. Therefore, it would be very interesting to qualify
and quantify its viscoelastic characteristics as well as endurance and determine whether
it is appropriate for MAV applications.
It is also interesting to analyse the characteristics of the transition between a compliant
membrane and a solid plate thereby elucidating the influence of Weber number on the
wing performance and characterise its interaction, if any, with Reynolds number. These
characteristics can help defining the most efficient compliancy for each application.
6.3.2 Experimental techniques
In order to better characterise the coupling between the vortex shedding, the membrane
and the support vibration, Real-Time stereo PIV on the wing as well as on the wake
could be performed. Consequently, shedding some light onto how the vortices are shed
and at which frequency as well as providing span-wise spatial information on the stall
characteristics, which have been found to be clearly three-dimensional. Furthermore,
these tests could be complemented with stereo photogrammetry on the wing which would
give the mapping of the 3D deformations of the wing in both chord-wise and span-wise
directions. Therefore, a much better understanding of the relationship between all the
coupled phenomena could be attained.
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6.3.3 Computational techniques
Computational modelling of the problem would be very interesting as it would help in
the optimisation of the design by optimising and reducing the wind tunnel tests required.
However, interesting challenges need to be faced and resolved such as low Reynolds num-
ber flows, laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition, large deformations, important
system coupling... Some examples of possible applications are: modelling of infinitely rigid
supports and compare the results with the results obtained in wind tunnel tests to be able
to quantify the effect of the support flexibility onto the wing behaviour, characterising
the performance of a variety of support shapes and sizes e.g. different aerofoil profiles,
modelling of the end-plates effect onto the wing performance, amongst many others.
6.3.4 Aerodynamic phenomena
The region of operation of MAVs indicates that the likelihood of the wing experiencing
dynamic stall is very high, yet the characteristics of membrane wings under dynamic stall
remain vastly unknown. Hence, it would greatly benefit the MAVs design guidelines to
understand when and how dynamic stall occurs and what are its effects on the performance
of membrane wings.
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